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Cable commission
recommends new
television package

RETIRED TEACHERS — The Calloway County Retired Teachers'
Associatioe met Menday at Southwest Elementary, to canduct its
regular business and enjoy some musical entertainment from Jean

Cooper's second-graders. President G.T. Lilly (standing left) and
Ray Dunn (light) addressed the group during the meeting.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Retired teachers return to classroom
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
It was a new setting, surprisingly, for a meeting of a retired
teachers' group: a school.
The • Calloway County. Retired
Teachers' Association met Monday at Southwest Elementary, to
conduct its regular business and
enjoy some .musical entertainment from Jean ,Cooper's secondgraders.- It was the first time, in
the recollection of association
President G.T. Lilly, that the
group has met in a school. The
reason? It was the first time the
association had been invited.
About 65 or 70 former teachers
of the Calloway County, Murray

Independent and Murray State and pinned a big pink heart on her have parent volunteer programs
systems lunched in the cafeteria, for her contributions.
Lilly, former chairman of the
following an invocation by former
Last year 17 volunteers put in .MSU Department of Industrial
MSU journalism chairman L.J. more than 800 hours helping out in Education, said the teachers'
Hortin. Principal Ray Dunn then areas such as tutoring, the association - has - enlarged - its welcomed the teachers and en- special-education, speech and membership this year to well over
couraged them to return; and, learning disabled programs, 100. The group .follows legislative
before seeing the performance of kindergarten, clerical assistance, developnients affecting retired
the second-graders the teachers and the gifted and talented pro- teachers, and is also concerned
heard a pitch from the school's gram.
with issues involving active
volunteer parent organization.
"I think that says a lot about the teachers, he said
Joan Weber told the teachers potential of the volunteer program
The association, which normalthat their experience could be of and how that might help the youth ly meets every other month at
great value in assisting the school of today." Weber said.
` Ellis Community Center. also proand that "we would be thrilled to
Currently 20 volunteers put in vides the benefit of enabling
have you in our program." She time for Southwest, whose teachers to :preserve acquainpointed out Ann Wood as the first teachers and principal Weber call- tances from their teaching days,
retired teacher who has been a ed "very receptive" to the pro- and getting to meet new acquainregular volunteer at Southwest, gram. Other county schools also tances, Lilly said

Kentucky's business climate improves
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API — Kentucky has moved up nine notches
on the list of states with improved

business climates and now ranks
30th, according to results of a poll
released this week.
Kentucky was the third most
Improved state over last year's
survey but it lagged behind others
In several categories.
One of Kentucky's most serious
disadvantages, according to the
poll, was education, where it placed last nationally in the percentage (51.9) of population 25 and
older who have completed high
school.
The state's fuel and energy
costs were listed as the highest in
the southeastern region.
The findings were challenged in
a statement released by Kentucky
Commerce Secretary Bruce
Wistord.

Although his agency was pleased with the state's performance in
business climate, Lurisford noted
that Kentucky's ninth-place improvement among the 49 states
rated represented an overall gain
ci 23 percent.
"We regret we're last(in education)," Lurudord's office said, but
it countered that Kentucky would
have fared better if the poll has used an 16-and-over age group.
He said that Kentucky wants an
explanation on how the analysis
was made.
Alexander Grant & Co., the national public accounting firm
which conducted the survey, said
It would review Kentucky's
energy costs.
The annual survey measures
what a state has to offer for
general manufacturing, based on
22 factors divided into five

categories:

state

and

local

government fiscal policies, state
and regulated employment costs,
labor costs; availability and productivity of labor force; and other
manufacturing-related issues.
Kentucky ranked last Lh. the
nine-state southeast region but it
led the region in two of the n
measurements, showing the
smallest change in hourly
manufacturing wages and the
highest value added by manufacturing employees.
Kentucky also placed last in the
region in nine categories, including highest state and local
debt and public welfare spending
and highest level of unionization.
Its unemployment compensation
and Workers' Compensation
benefits also were the region's
highest.
Only North Carolina and South

Minor trucking incidents continue
as Guard helicopters keep watch
By The Associated Press
said there were no arrests, but his
James A. Prather. 4S. of
Independent truckers are conti- office and state police were still
Louisville said someone fired
nuing to dodge bullets and projec- Investigating.
what appeared to bea projectile
tiles in Kentucky, but state police
from
a pellet gun into his wind"We
just feel we have an obligasay there have been no serious inshield as he was driving north on
tion
to
protect
citizens
and
to
enjuries so far.
Interstate 65 about a mile north of
And in an effort to curb the force the law," said state police Park City at 5:25 p.m. CST.
Commissioner
and
Adjutant
Gen.
violence and give drivers more
— Gary M. Emitt. 31, of rural
protection, Gov. John Y. Brown Billy Wellman. "We think Ken- Glasgow said someone driving an
tucky
is
fortunate
on
not having
Jr. ordered three National Guard
the number of incidents that other old model car tried to force his rig
helicopters into the air Monday.
off the road as he was southboued
State officials said no single in- states have had.f
on the Green River Parkway at
cident prompted the order.
Two minor incidents were in- 7:15 p.m. CST. Ernat said jhe 111(1We did have some shooting investigated by state police from the dent occurred 6.2 mike north of
-cidents last week." state police U. Bowling Green post Monday.
Bowling Green.
John Lile said from the agency's
Frankfort headquarters. "We
want to deter any kind of
violence."
There were numerous reports of
shootings, rocking thririrings and
vandalism laid week, resulting in
A statement Lambed today by • so low that they had to try and
a few injuries but no fatalities, United Rubber Workers Local IS5
resolve the dispute through the
Mates the union members' rob, media
Lile amid.
Kentucky roads were relatively to General Tire Co 's recent
"The members of Local MI5
quiet over the weekend, but a advertisment in threes local
URW. have been informed as to
what the main issues are. This has
incideet and two other newspapers.
:
a
sh 1
vIeVantie-were reported
Theunion statement says, ''We
been done by informational
Monday.
believe that the ad was not for the
meetings and regular monthly
Ron Applebee, driver of a
benefit of our members, but was, business meetings The company
/Widen Corp. truck,said a shot ap- intended for the public. We realise
has mailed to each member at
penally was fired from the woods that the public as a whole has sup- least twice the information conas he approached Monficello on a ported the union's position for the tained in their ad
'The company also states that
'tsars.
curving 110044—.4...Kaitudry IS, °1-11.4isse in a
and tbe bullet struck the We appreciate that support very labor/management relations have
pamenger side of his cab, lost
entered a new ear. This may be
below the whidebield.
"However,
"However. we Meer thought what the company calls•new era,
Heim
1123
bend
,
40 C011414Y MAIJoa
• Unallweed On Page 2
. compel,Waddever
_

United Rubber Workers Union
responds to General Tire ads

•

•

Carolina improved more than
Kentucky among the 48 states,
although West Virginia improved
as much Alaska and Hawaii were
not ranked.
The surey pointed out that
regional ratings are perhaps more
important than national ratings
because manufacturers tend to
relocate within a region and
"competition and programs to attra(-t or retain manufacturing
operations generally occur among
sister stetea in the same region." .
Kentucky had the highest
average MILETUISAILInflg wage of
67.86 an hour. It showed the
region's smallest gain in wages
over three years but had the most
time lost in work stoppages over
the last two years
The ratings in the southeastern
region 1 with national rankings in
parenthesis) are Florida
North Carolina i 3 1, South
Carolina 1Si, Georgia i 6 1,
Mississippi 9), Tennessee 113 ),
Virginia 117), Alabama 231 and
Kentucky ( 301
Florida also ranked first nationally last year Some of the

reasons given; low costs for
energy, welfare and environmental controls and low work-hour
losses

Children's production
to begin Wednesday
Murray-Calloway Community
Theatre's annual Children's Com-

pany production opens Wednesday with a 3:30 p m. matinee performance at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Featuring a variety of fairy
tales, the show is scheduled for additional 3:30 p.m. matinee performances Thursday, Friday, and
Saturdav ihis.yreek N wc11 al
p.m. performances Friday and
Saturday. All performances will
be at the library.
According to Company Director
Ben Moore, actors in the production include 24 local children in
grades 3 through IL Among other
shows in the program are "The
Emperor's New Clothes," "Star
Thief." and a soap opera Alec,
written by members of the
Childrpa's Cowpony.
Tickets areJ1.50 for children
and adults at the matinee performances. For the evening show- •
ings, tickets are $2 for children
and 23.50 for adults. Reservations
are available at the Playhouse
Tickatline, 720-1153.

By CHARLES HONEY
Once the
g reelnent IN signed.
Staff Writer
will begin upgrading the
A tentative agreemelt for a new
system to what consultant Alio.
Murray cable television contract
Morgan called,''Statir-TiT-theart"
that would more than double the
capability That 'process will take
number of'channels, at 'a rate infive or six months. Own cable
crease of $1, was reconunended
subscrthers will start being hook
for approval Monday night t'K' the
ell up from the south end of t,
city cable canunission
northwards The new rates vial
don't know of any city of our
tafe•efft-ct as each subscriber is
size anywhere that has
.
a better
hooked up The agreement alls
contract," said Chairtnan, Jun. for the_entire city tube hooked up
Garrison- of the agreement.
within a year, and imposes a twoabormindy negotiated by Garyear moratoriuni
late in:
rison and city attorney Don
creases following city -wide hook
i)verbey over the past eight anti
up
one-half months, the coatractTonOVerbey
sal Id
the agreement
tinues the franchise of Murrav
represents a compromise UI which
Cablevision for another If years
%ere Made some ' sacrifice.,
The previous contract was due to
particularly in local access for
expire this September, and a rate 'Murray State. l'ni‘ ersity
increase had originally been
However, despite , oncessions
scheduled for last November: t
n,
(11.:titihi
t
,N
,,n
Garrison said
agreement Is an c5
Had we not had a new contract
cellent- one for the its -of Min
at Bus time, we would not be pa ray, Uvertas said
mg 57 95 for what we have:Lida), "
and t
he pointed out
against making- Any map;
-The current monthly rate of
changes in the. 1101 11111ent , since it
*7. 95 for basic service would be inhad been so panistakingl• ham
creased to $8 95 under the new
mered out in hours negotiation
agreement. The number of chainThe commissioners propose.,
nets.would jump from 12 141,30. not
none, though they called attention
including pay stations such as to several Minor 1kOmt.... and
II140.• The, new agreement adds unanimously approved re.
the Cinemax anti Disney pay
mending the agreernent to
channels, but, like HBO, charges I'll
for them are outside the cable
The new channels would-great IN
commission's purview
enhance the diversit of in ent
A total of 33 channels would be
programming, said David Boos.
available, and the system would chairman of the program selei
be capable of providing 54
bon sub-t•timmitter Subscribers
The commission made minor are -going ti. have the best id
changes in wording which will everything available..on sable to
have to be approved by the day,'' Ritos said .
American Television Corp owiter
Among the new, channels
of Murray Cablevision A public
be the t,4'( 'I'' -super station'.
hearing will be held before the .from Chicago, the
isti.iti
commission early next week, Broadcasting Network, the FSPN
before the city council takes final sports and entertainment net
action
work. the MTV music station And
the Nickelodeon 1111.1reli.1 net
work Networks sifts ialuing ill
news, health, doniesti, tips,
government reporting. .ind
weather informatitin %otos' lit- iii
chided
Local access %timid also be in
A spokesman for ether 'rice creased In addition to chaiiiii•I II
Toys reports that an additional 66 now devoted to programming
employees have been recalled to from -Sett , proke ST loom(
the plant's.production division. tsr - elided for
o nra n
Pr
mg mg the total of those recalled to
public schools, local government,
296
the librar.. and for communit
Keith Hays, personnel manager programs of any t•pe ATC will
for the plant, says the number of build an $80,000 studio on S 12th
layoff had reached 434 in St . provide local neves., dire.November 1952, because of
I t'ontinuen itn Page 2,
'reduction in production
schedules at that time
''Production schedules now di)
tate the fact that these people are
needed to meet the schedules," he
added
Hayes also said he anticipates
another recall in 30-45 days
Nearly 80 public housing dirt"
tors, mayors and housing officials
from cities across the Commonwealth will be rnnvergrngün
Washington. D4' on Feb 9 to meet
Tonight becoming partly
with Kentucky's Congressional
cloudy Lows around 30 with
delegation.
winds becoming south 5 to 10
The officials will tw seeking the
miles an hour Wednesday
congressmen's assistance in
mostly cloudy Highs in the mid
resolving a number of serious pro40s South winds 10 to 15 miles
blems currently facing public
an hour
housing agencies.
LAKE LEVELS
The meeting is" being sponsored
lake Barkley ....
354.0
by the Kentucky Housing AssociaKentucky lake
364 4
tion, an °ream:atm
thtit
represents 100 public housing
authorities in the state—
Mary Beth Warren, director of
One Section--14 Pages
the Housing Authority of Murray,
Aces
9
Irma G La Follette, , housing
Classifieds
12,13
board chairman, mind Murray's
Comics
12
Mayor Holmes Ellis will be among
Crosswords
12
the state officials going to
Dear Abby •
12
Washington
Dr Lamb ....
14
Warren said she views the trip
Garrott's Galley.
3
as an opportunity to express to
Horoscope
12
Kentucky's Congressmen our conMurray Today
4,5
cerns relative to the deteriorating
Obituaries .....
14
financial state of public housing
Perspective ..
1
She said much of the group's
10.11
discussion will no doubt focus on
SP
MISS
new federal regulations that are
YOUR PAPER!

Fisher Price
recalls 55

Housing director
to attend meeting
in nation's capital

cloudy tonight

today's index

Subscribers who ho.e not
received their home delivered

-copy of The lawny ledger a: Times
by 510 pm Mondoy Frldoy of
by 3 30 p m Soturdoys ore urged
,to coil 75)4916 between MO
p.m. GM 6 p.m., Mew* three.H.
day, w 3131 p.m. sad 4 p.m. Salerdies.

being proposed for public housing
agencies.
"The regulations could further
reduce local COMIXII over our housing program for low-income peo:
pie herein Hurrray," Warren said:
According to' Warren, the officials also will be asking the Condivisional delegation to support
adsgasia hinding levels.
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Spociol commission reports findings

Sharon responsible for killings
By ARTHUR MAX
Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM(AP) — A special
inquiry commission, in a report
that could shatter Israel'a leadership, today found Defense
Minister Ariel Sharon personally
responsible for the Beirut refugee
camp massacre and called on him
to resign.
The panel said Israeli leaders
should have foreseen that
needless Woodshed might result
when they allowed Lebanese
militiamen into the two camps,
where they slaughtered hundreds
of Palestinian civilians
It rebuked Prime Minister
Menschem Begin for what it called his "indifference" during last
September's massacre but recommended no action against him.
Begin called Pus Cabinet into a
special session at 3 p.m. (8 a.m.
EST) to consider the report, but
Israel television said there would
not be an immediate decision on
how to respond to the findings.
Israel radio said Sharon, architect of Israel's invasion of
Lebanon Last June 6, was refusing

to accept the findings and resign
The panel, composed of two
Supreme Court justices and a
retired general. accused Sharon of
"blunderer and said it found he
"bears personal responsibility In
our opinion it is fitting that the
minister of defense draw the appropriate personal conclusions
If Sharon does not step down.
Begin should fire him, the panel
said.
But the state radio said Begin
met with Sharon and told turn he

Union...
(Continued From Page I)
but to us it appears that the company has set labor/management
relations backward. by some 30
years
It is our belief that you cannot
go into negotiations and lay an offer on the table and tell the other
party that this is your position and
never deviate for three months of
negotiations If you do you cannot
expect to reach -4 settlement.

Cable contract...
(Continued From Page 1
tor, teach residents to use the
equipment and allow them to
make programs at no charge
other than for film
Local access chairman William
Parsons fought hard to get local
origination from the campus of
MSU, but the commission "didn't
make an inch of ground" in
negotations with AT(', Garrison
said. "They were determined to
put in their own studio here "
Monthly charges .for the new
service would include 11 75 for additional TV hook-ups, and $3 50 for
a converter for a second hook-up
However, there is no charge for
the converter on the first hook-up

would not dismiss him. It was not
known whether he asked Shane to
voluntarily resign. Begins coalition appeared split on the question.
Israel radio noted one possibility is that the entire Begin Cabinet
might resign and set an early election. In the past. Begin aides have
said the prime minister would
step down if any senior Israeli official were blamed in the
massacre, but there was no immediate indication whether he
stood by this position..

A "lock-out" device for shutting
off stations such as HBO to prevent children's viewing is
available fctr $5.
Following the two-year
moratorium on rate increases,
which will end approximately
three years from the time the new
agreement is signed, the cable
company can apply for,increases
to the commission: Commissioners can demand the company
document its _need for a rate increase, and make a positive' or
negative recommendation to city
council.
The exact date and time of next
week's public hearing will be announced later this week.

General Tire has chased to do exactly that and then wonder why
they don't have a signed agreement."
The statement goes on to say
that union members realize the
need of the company to cut costs
and they also claim to have submitted several cost-cutting suggestions to the company, which
they say have "fallen on deaf
ears."
.
Union members have listed in
the report several discrepancies
in what wall stated in the company's ad and what they feel are
the actual benefits proposed.
Discrepancies exist in the areas
of revised wage scales, pension
benefits, cost of living allowance
and hospitalization.
In conclusion," the report
states. "might we say that these
are not all of our differences but
they are the most important ones.
We sincerely hope that a fast
and speedy- solution for the differences between the parties is
workedout soon, as we do not want
to create hardships on anyone or
anybody."
More details of the unions
response to the company's. proposal will be in. Wednesday's edition Of the Murray Ledger ig
Times.
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AWARDED GRANT — WILMS-FM producer and bait at Ike estina~bnted lammmillos gre•
gram "Cromrceds"Shona Rae has been awarded a Zeibleig Ihmodllos Cemidl greet. Rua Is tocabduct a conference for Kastocky and Indiana public radliatstleas Leminglen.

WKMS producer receives grant
Sheila Rue, producer and humanities director for
WKMS-FM in Murray, has been awarded a grant by
the Kentucky Humanities Council. Rue will use Me
grant to conduct a conference of Kentucy's eight
public radio stations, the Kentucky Humanities
Council and the Kentucky Arts Council.
—The goal of the conference," said Rue, "is to
devise a workable statewide project to coordinate
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A spokesman for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
reports four arrests made by the
department recently.
William Nicky Morris, 22, Rt. 1.
has been released on $1,000 bond
after being arrested and charged
with trafficking marijuana.
The arrest stems from an investigation conducted by the local

Two Calloway County men were
arrested at approximately 2 a.m.
today and each was charged with
eight counts of theft of unlawful
taking over $100.
Arrested were Eddie 13eitch,
2018 Riveria Ct., and William
Vaughn, Rt. I, Almo. The arrests
were made by the Murray City
Police Department and the
Calloway Count)
,Sheriff's Department.
The charges stem from incidents in which a total of eight
sets of hubcaps were taken from
vehicles on various car lots
located in Benton.
The hubcaps were recovered in
Benton and the suspects were
reportedly turned over to the Benton Police Department.

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE
• e

the Kentucky public radio stations to produce a
humanities network." Rue said die hopes all Kentucky public radio dations will contribute features
to the proposed humanities network and that eventually programs will be compiled and then offered
to commercial stations.
The conference took place Thursday and Friday in Lexington.

Sheriff's department reports arrests

Local men arrested,
released to custody
of Benton officials

MORRIS BILBREY
Industrial Average
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sheriff's department and the
Henry County (Tenn.) Sheriff's
Department. He was also released
on $7,500 bond from Tennessee.
Edgar B. Downey,53, Rt. 8, was
charged Friday with assault in the
first degree,a felony.
Downey was arrested following
an altercation on Thursday with a
resident of Scenic Acre Subdivision, located off Ky. 200.
Downey reportedly inflicted
wounds to the victim's neck and
back with a knife, requiring over
100 stitches.
Downey is lodged in Calloway
County Jail on $25,000 cash bond.
James Steven Smith, 29,
Metarie, La., has been charged
with defrauding a secured

Income tax assistance offered through
VITA program at MSU's student center
The annual VITA program at
Murray State University will be
held this year in the Mississippi
Room on the upper level of the
MSU University Center. The
center will be open from noon to 4
p.m. beginning Wednesday,Feb.9
and every Wednesday through
April 13,except for March 16,
The VITA (Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance) program offers
free itioixiie -tax assistance to low

Orb.
t-J

e

Starting
Tuesday, February 8
Sponsored By:
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or fixed income individuals,
senior citizens, the handicapped
and stiaivnts.
When coming to the center for
assistance, you should bring all
wage and interest earning
statements for 1912, income tax
forms (both state and federal) if
you have them, any additional information you have and a copy of
last year's tax return if you have
It.

Murray Cable 13 News
Introducing Racer Trivia

e •••• ter
AP.,lee 0•71 •

Ladles Cords &
Fall Puts

creditor over $100, a felony.
Smith was under the process of
extradition to Kentucky, where
the incident reportedly occurred,
from Louisiana when he turned
himself in to the loeal sheriff's
department Monday.
He was lodged in Calloway
County Jail with bond set at $5,000.
His case is to be heard by the
grand jury today.
Albert H. Boyd, 45, Puryear,
Tenn., was arrested Friday by the
Henry County Sheriff's Department in Henry County on a Kentucky charge of theft by deception
over $100.
Boyd waived extradition to Kentucky and was released on bond in
Calloway County.
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Future in technology
Idle assembly lines In Michigan and cold blast
furnaces in Pennsylvania symboiize the plight of
aid industrial America. But fortunately, America's
prosperity does not depend on rejuvenated
automobile factories in Detroit and steel plants in
Pittsburgh.
Instead, the future lies with the dazzling Pugh
technology industries that have propelled the
United States into the forefront of compuers, fiber
optics, semi-conductors and telecommunicaUoris.
One of President Reagan's most significant utterances during his recent State of the Union addles, was federal recognition of the coming of age
of high technology.
"...As surely as America's pioneer spirit made L13
the industrial giant of the 20th century, the same
pioneer spirit today is opening up another vast frontier of opportunity — the frontier of high
technology." was the way Mr. Reagan summed it
up.
Happily, pioneer "high-tech" entrepreneurs
already have given the United States a big lead into
this new industrial frontier.
Mr. Reagan's State of the Union comments are a
welcome indication his administration intends to
create a favorable environment in which high
technology will flourish.
The president's proposals for block grants to improve teaching of mathematics and science and tax
breaks for "education savings accounts" should
help provide qualified high technology personnel as
they are required.
Significantly, his commitment to retraining programs will help workers,who can no longer find
jobs in the old, dying Industries, to learn skills required for employment in the new,growing ones.
It is to the administration's great credit that it
avoided the mistake of Britain. which has
squandered precius resources in subsidizing inefficient automobile,steel, and shipbuilding factories.
Even as the British were shoring up their old industries, Japan, by contrast, permitted such industries as textiles and shipbuilding to deteriorate
in order to concentrate on electronics and computers.
Indeed, Japan already is in the 10th year of an
$900 million national project to develop the so-called
fifth generation of computers and artificial intelligence machines that think like people. Meanwhile. the Reagan administration has moved to
assist a group of major U.S. computer companies
respond to what cornpuer executives view as the
"ominous threat"from Japan.
The Justice Department has given qualified approval to a joint research and development venture
by the computer firms. If necessary, Congress
should grant this much-needed venture an antitrust
exemption.
Mr. Reagan's emphasis on high technology is not
surprising. When he was governor of Calfornia, he
learned much about the subject during the early
development of Silicon Valley.
The age of high technology has dawned already
upon us. For a more bountiful future, we have but to
encourage its ample opportunities.

garrott's galley

As anyone would expect, critics quickly accused
Interior Secretary James Watt of insensitivity and
worse toward American Indians when he compared
their reservations---to---enclaves of "terrible
socialism."
Watt, nevertheless, accurately described the
shameful plight of the Indians when he recently
Mated that oppressive government dominance of
the reservations has given Indians the worst health
and social problems in the nation. Far from trying
to interfere with the Indians' culture and other affairs, however, the Reagan administration has
made it clear it wants to intrude as little as possible
on the reservations.
The administration plans to accord tribal governments the same status as counties, cities and states.
Moreover, Mr. Reagan intends to encourage free
enterprise on the reservations.
Lessening governmental meddling in Indian affairs is long overdue. Shocking statistics show how
miserably the old policies have failed.
The 735,000 Indians on 361 reservations suffer
from a 40 percent unemployment rate and the
average reservation Indian drops out of school after
the 9th grade. The Indian suicide rate is 10 percent
higher than that in the rest of the nation. and Indians die from alcoholism at a rate 67 percent
higher than the general population.
Watt might have avoided criticism if he had used
more diplomatic lanaguage. But words cannot hide
the fact that the old Indian policies are a scandal
and some sort of reform is long overdue.
Indeed, even some Indian leaders who castigated
Watt have had second thoughts and now endorse his
remarks.
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When hog killing times rolled around
friends and neighbors came early to help
If you would like to feed out and
butcher a few hogs for.meat for your
own table next fall or winter, my
fnend, Jodie Cochran. suggests you
to get some "shoats" either this
month or next. These are young pigs
averaging between 40 and 50 pounds
in weight.
Put them on pasture this coming
summer and feed them a little corn
along until September "Then pour
the corn to them." he says. "along
with plenty of water. Put that corn
out there free choice and let them
have all they can eat
"I nevir liked penned up hogs for
meat," he went on, shaking his head
"I always felt that it was important
that they have a range to move
around on while they werrehuring,
because that builds muscle." His hog
pasture generally was about four
acres right behind the house
—In their last month, Jodie always
"pushed" his hogs by feeding a few
bags of shorts, or.ground-up bran
feed heavy in protein. "By then about
all they would be doing would be
eating and sleeping," he laughed.
"and that's just what you want them
to be doing making meat "
-• • •
When killing time came, friends
and neighbors were on hand early to
help -- folks like Paul ('unningham.
Virgil Garland, Wes Fulton. Harvey
Parker, Eldridge Swift, H.E 'Acre)
Farmer and the late Will•Perdue and
Holly McC-allon. to name a few, along
with some a their wives.
Jodie's hogs were shot where they

stood in the field. Almost as soon as
they hit the ground, two of the men
would have them on their backs,
their front legs spread wide apart
while a third "stuck" them with a
long, razor sharp knife, cutting the
throat and several inches along the
gullet Within minutes, they were
pretty well "bled out "
The carcasses then we dragged on
a slide or lifted and taken byiwo or
This is the second of three
colunufs Mr Garriitt has written about the hog killing experiences and observation, of
80-year7old Calloway County
farmer Jodie Cochran out on
the Poor Farm Road
three of the stroqgest of the men up to
near the house where they were placed on a platform beside a large vat of
scalding hot water over a fire in a
dug-out area
Using chains, the carcimses then
were lowered into the boiling water,
and, still using the chains.turned in it
for several minutes.
Turning a 300-pound-plus carcass
In one of these vats of scalding hot
water while the hair was being scrapped off with razor-sharp knivesowas
perhaps the toughest job of the (la) long hog killing process
There was a trick to this getting
them in and out without anyone getting scalded themselves The
temperature also had to be Just right.
and the carcass had to t'onie out of
the boiling water at Just the right mo-

ment for fear of porisible damage
while the hanging carcasses were
the meat
-cooling out," everybody took timc
This scalding procedure was
out for a bountiful. much-anticipated
followed to simplify the job of removdinner along with a lot of neighborly
ing the hair, and once they had been
fellowship and fun
taken from the vat, the carcasses
Once that was over, it was back ti
were scraped clean to a pinkish hue
work The carcasses were taken
Sticks, known as "gambling
down. placed on makeshift tables and
sticks" anti ranging in length from 18
skillfully cut up into sides of bactin
Ii 30 inches, depending on the size of
ribs. hams. shoulders, tenderloin,
the hogs, next were inserted between
and the like Trimmings from the
the back legs just above the feet and
shoulders and hams as well as some
the carcasses hung from the limbs of
of the tenderloin% and the lean meat
two big trees in a corner of the yard
scraps trimmed from the fat going
thils 3-foothigh stumps of the two old
into the lard rendering pots werc
trees remain today
,
ground into sausage
"There's no telling bow many hogs
This *as highly seasoned to Jodie's
haCie hung from those two old trres
own, personal recipe with a mixture
over the years." Jodie remarked
of peppers and spices before being
"You had to keep moving," he
squeezed into long, cloth bags about
went on. -because you didn't want
as round as a baseball arid which had
the carcasses to get stiff on you
been handsown by the ladies
The next step was to cut the car-•
beforehand
casses open all the way down and
Some sausages made this way
remove the entrails, anti organs such
and my dad's was one were so hot
as the *art, the liver. the "lights"
ly seasoned you Might say you'd have
the lungs and the like Then the
to earem "with the door open • But 1
were careful!) washed okside and out
love highly seasoned sausage I had
with cold water and left for a while
to. if I got any as a boy growing up.
to (-mil out ''
Jodie had a motorized sausage
• • •
stutter
eliminating the toilsome
White all this was taking- place. the - chore ot cranking It through by hand
women would be enjoy ovg
and it always made the rounds cif
themselves
laughing, talking or • the neighborhood at hog killing timehelping with cooking dinner
in the
In Thursday's "Galley," the third
warmth of a big fireplace in one of
and final column in my Jodie
the 11 buildings Jodie has on his place
Cochran hog killing series, we'll see
and in which the meat wouldlie trimhow Jodie salted down his meat aged
Med and the sausage mixed. grnund 'and prepared his hams for the table
and bagged
and how he reniebers the best meat
By then it would be about noon. and
hog he ever butchereil

looking back
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open forum
ky Senator
Dee Huddleaton
Last summer, Congress passed,
without my support, the largest tax
increase in history that included a
provision to withhold 10 percent on
interest and dividends earned by
most Americans. Since then, we have
seem a public outcry against this provision of the law,and rightfully so.
I have introduced legislation to
repeal the withholding became I
think it is unfair and Is a direct

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Human powers are much greater
than we often swiped.
Consider the optimistic exhortation
to men and women to achieve all that
they can
Nothing stands in man's way
but his own ghostly fears. The
world is our home, but we have
yet to occupy it; the woman we
love awaits us, but we know not
where to find her; the path we
seek is under our feet, but we
tall to recognise.
This passage, which sounds as if it
came from a sermon or a poem by so
meow Like Tennyson, is taken instead from The World of Sex (11861
by Henry Miller, the "dirty old man"
otAnoerican literature
Life is full of challenges -- and surprises.
Pleas mem*are underway for a
ascend printing of Ken WOW.
"Thoughts Is Season," a paperback
collection of the author's columns
have appeared in the Murray
Ledgar 6 now There will have to
be 1111 requests for the book to warred a second printing Those wan-

Ten years ago
A traffic light is being installed at
the intersection Of North 12th and
Olive Streets This has been the !Weill'
of Irians traffic accidents
Deaths reported
Huron
Redden. 69, Mrs Emily Ittiilen Nor
man. 60, and Mrs Harry S' Hilda
Wilkerson,67
Or Joe- N Prince ;Ind Itt rilenn
Wilcox have been appointed to four
year terms iin the Kentucky Arts
Commis-slim by I 'iti‘ Wendell II
I-' )rd
Births reported inclioie a girl to
Mr and Mrs sloe Tay lor Rainey .
Jan 31, and a girl to Mr and sirs
Keith!) Petty, Jan 3t)
Dr ('It'll T Petersen will be guct
speaker at meeting of Purple Martin
—441 Char firrrup on -Yeti 11 rrt t'ounty
Extension fice
Twenty years axia
A subt•ommittee of the Murray
Planning Ctirminssion met with
Frank %randy% eer of the State Board
of Education I >evelopment Planning
Ihvisnin to dist uss a housing code for
Murray
Roy Scout Week will be observed as
the 53rd anniversary if Si -outing is
celebrated
Mrs J A Outland, district diret
tor, and Mrs Ernest Matirry.
alloway I'ounty delegate, gave
disincentive to save, at a time when „legislated a new program that rehighlights of Farm and Home Week
we desperately need to emphasize
quires taxpayers to give a no-interest
Conference at 1.exington at meeting
savings.
loan to the federal government This
of
Advisory Council of Callowa
The average saver will be hit in the
is not only unfair, it is also bad
County Homemakers
pocketbook because withholding will
economic policy
Ann Herron attended a meeting of.
reduce his or her real savings by takIn essence, an administration that
the American I Jbrary Association at
ing interest out of an account that
promised to reduce government
would build additional interest when
regulation, and paperwork has Chicago, Ill . Jan 28 to Feb 1
Forrest IL Riddle retired Dec- 31
compounded. The public will also pay
secured legislation that will generate
after
42 years with Southern Bell
because of the statistically-proven
•substantial amount of unnecessary
Telephone Co
tendency of the government to overpaperwork and regulation Although
Murray State Thoroughbreds beat
withhold on income taxes.
I am certain every effort will be
Middle Tennessee 100 to 73 in at
What this means is that we have
made to keep the costs to a
basketball game High team scorers
minimum, they will occur, and they
were Jun Jennings for Murray and
will be passed on to the general
Bennett Jent for Middle
ting to order the book, at $5 per copy
public in the form of higher interest
Thirty years ago
for advance orders, should contact
payments and\ \
service charges.
Jack Frost. gr-, retired Louisville
one of the following people Marti ErAgain, it is the general public who
businessman, has been named as the
win, Irma LaFollette, Susan Hart,
will pity more.
Alida Groves, Euple Ward, Clara
Simple logic should tell us that with new executive secretary of the MurHumphrey, Alice Milton. Gerry
savings at an all-time low, we should ray Chamber of Commerce, acReed. David Roos, Max Hurt, Betty
be providing incentives to save cording to Ronald Churchill, president.
Lowry or Ken Wolf.
rather than removing them. and I am
Deaths reported include Elmus
optimistic that Congress will act
Brandon.
quickly to repeal this withholding
/ before it takes effect July 1.
Will D Evans, son of Mr and Mrs
Milburn Evans, is piqured during a
Letters-N gym class at the Kentucky School for
WRITE A LETTER
to the editor are welcomed and enthe Blind. He is a senior at Atherton
couraged All letters must be signHigh School, Louisville ed by the writer and the writer's
Roman Prydatkevytch of the Fine
address and phone number must
Arts Faculty, Murray State College,
be included kir verification. The
has completed his third symphony
phone number will not be publishcalled ",West Kentucky .ed.
Mrs. Charles' Fernier presented a
Letters should be typewritten
program about "Making and Using
and double-spaced if possible and
Compost" at meeting of the Garden
should be an topics of general inDepartniint of the Murray Woman's
terest.
Oub.
Editors reserve the right to con- .
school tiasketbstritirrnes—
dense or reject any letter and
New Concord beat Ahno and Lynn
limit frequent writers.
Grove beat Murray Training High
Address correspondence to:
team scorers were Gene Mathis for
Editor, The Murray Ledger 6
New Concord, D. Lockhart for Alm.
Times, Box 1010. Murray. Ky.
Johnny West for Lynn Grove and D
Barnett for Murray Training.
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Couple to observe 50th anniversary

Ouietapher Thompson

Murray music teacher
winner in competition
MOUNTAIN LAUREL FESTIVAL candidates
from Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, representing campus organisations, recently were honored at a brunch at the Craig Abinini
Center on the WKU campus. Unita Bailey Amurson, left photo, a pilot, was selected as alternate
from 22 young women to participate in the annual
Pineville festival If candidate Jenni Phillip of
Bowling Green is unable to attend. Miss Apperson Is
a liberal arts major, a member of Chi Omega
Sorority and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walt Apportion, 1311 Chaucer Dr. Julia H. Sams, right photo,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William S. Sams,formerly of Murray, was among then young women competing to represent Western at the annual event.

Chnstopher Thompson,
string unit coordinator in
the Department of Music
at Murray State University, has been judged a winner in the National.
Federation of Music
Clubs Young Artists
Auditions for the state of

were Nancy Lynn Rice,
student of John Perry at
the University of
Southern California and a
faculty member at
William Carey College,
and Joyce Sylvester, a
student of Vivian Wood at
the University of
Southern Mississippi.
Artists who won the
Mississippi auditions
qualified for regional
competition Feb. 19 in
Lexington.
Thompson who joined
the MSU faculty in the
fall of 1982, has studied_
'violin with Henry Barrett
and Margaret Pardee. He
currently is completing
D.M.A. degree work
under Dinos Constantinides at Louisiana State
University in Baton
Rouge.

Thompson. son of Dr.
and Mrs. Harold A.
Thompson of Starkville,
Miss., was the winner of
the strings competition.in
the auditions at the
University of Southerbn
Mississippi at Hattiesburg.
He was accompanied
on the piano during his
audition by Marie Taylor.
also a member of the
The Black Advisory Fine Arts Building faculty at Murray State.
Other winners in piano
Council of Murray State Refreshments were servvoice categories
and
University has announc- ed by the Ladies 'of
ed an Art Exhibition Essence
'which starts the monthly
activities planned for the
1.
annual celebration of
By LOUISE COOK
as many pesos for your
Black Heritage Month.
AP Writer
- dollar in Mexico as you
Best-selling CountryThis art show includes
A strong U.S. dollar could only a few .months
the works of five Murray Western records- Of the
State students. Lynda week of Feb. 4 based on means you'll be able to ago
You have to be careful
Anderson, Holland, Mo • Cashbox magazine's na- buy more for less if you
country
foreign
exchanging money,
a
about
visit
Terrence Stratton, tionwide survey were as
new however, if you want the
and
days,
these
John
;
follows'
Y
N
Babylon,
I. "Inside," Ronnie customs regulations most for your dollar.
Swope, Kevin Soaper and
mean you'll be able to brDo NOT expect to get
of
all
Wilson,
Milsap
Richard
home more of your the same exchange rate
ing
2 "Talk to Me."
Henderson
purchases tax-free.
that you see quoted in
Their works present a Mickey Gilley
Depending on where- newspaper stories about
3. '•What She Don't
wide nine of media and
perspectives, all rooted in Know Won't Hurt Her." you go. the value of the value of foreign curAmerican currency is rencies; those rates apptheir Black American Gene Watson
higher
than it has been in ly only to transactions infor
4 "Thank God
Heritage The pieces
presented include draw- Kids," Oak Ridge Boys • several years In volving large sums of
5 "Faking 1.bve,- England. for example. money You will get
ings, paintings, collages,
you can get almost 65 slightly less for your
weaving and bookmak- Sheppard Si Brooks
for $100 today. dollars.
pounds
6. "Till I Gam Control
ing
compared to about 54
Change money at
This show on display Again," Crystal Gayle
ago.
rather. than at
year
You
a
banks,
pounds
7 "Why Baby Why,"
in the Upper Galleries,
can get more than twice hotels or stores. You will
Clara M Eagle Gallery, Charley Pride
8 "Still Taking
Fourth Floor, Fine Arts
Building. Murrray State. Chances." Michael Murthrough Feb. 11.
phey
9. "If Hollywood Don't
A reception, sponsored
by the Black Advisory Need You,"- Don Williams
The guidance counselors of the Calloway County
10 "Last Thing I Need- School System are participating in the ninth annual
Council. was Friday,
Feb. 4,from 7 to 9 p.m. on edrFirst This Morning." Kentucky Guidance Week, Feb. 7-11. The obserthe Fifth Floor Lobby. Willie Nelson
vance is sponsored by Kentucky Personnel and
Guidance Association, Kentucky School Counselor
Association and the Division of Student Services.
"Counseling Is Caring" is the theme of this year's
guidance week. The school counselors said they
believe that there is a continuing need for the people
1104 Stacy
44°
•• "
of the commonwealth to be more aware of the ser,
art
vices that the guidance counselors provide for
cos 753-4567
students.
Pamphlets entitled "Calloway County Counselors
Care" have been distributed throughout the county
We're happy to anIn an effort to ommunicate the activities of the
nounce that Becky
counseling program.
Wilson. bride-elect of
Guidance counselors in the Calloway County
Richard Valentine, has
School System are Joy Waldrop, East, North and
chosen her pottery and
Southwest Elementary Schools; Jeri " Harrell,
decorating accessories
Calloway Middle School; Larry Paschall and
from our gallery of
Marion O'Rourke,Calloway High School.
gifts. Becky and
1r
Richard will be marFUMNIARY SPACIAL
ried February 26.
GAUSS CtOTII
Au
fAMIU
MOO
S 111111
FREE FREIGHT
INA
NO CUTTING CHARGES

Art exhibition shown

Country-western
records listed

Mr. and Mrs. Willie B.
Beane, Rt. 1, Farmington, will observe their
50th wedding anniversary
on Friday, Feb. 11.
The couple was married Feb. 11, 1933, at
Metropolis, Ill. Their attendants were Ewin
Beaman and Helen
Hs4hes" They have one son,
Ronnie Dan Beane, Rt. 1,
Farmington. One
daughter, Joyce Dean, is
deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Beane
have two grandsons,
Kevin Rhea, I, and Geoffrey Kent,4.
No special celebration
Is planned &slim. Beane
(Opal) is a patient at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

IP

r

Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Beane

Tourists may get to bring more purchases tax-free as dollar stronger
get a better rate. Shop
around; in many countries, different banks offer different rates. And
use travelers checks instead of cash. Most banks
give you more for
travelers checks than
they do for cash and the
checks are safer to carry.
If you use credit cards,
don'tbe surprised If Your
bill Is more than you
" thought it would be. Some
card issuers add a surcharge or commission on
purchases made in a
foreign currency. Both
American Express and
Diners Club,for example,
add a 1 percent conver-

sion fee.

or tax. The old limit was
$300.
Bringing purchases
The duty-free exempback with you will be
easier if you learn the tion applies to all inregulations of the U.S. dividuals, including inCustoms Service before fants and children. And
you go. You can get a set the head of the family can
of brochures explaining make a joint declaration,
the basics by writing to lumping the family's purTravel Pack. U.S. chases together.
Customs. Washington,
Suppose a husband and
D.C., 28289. There is no wife and their two
charge for the informa- 'children go abroad. The
children are unlikely to
New rules, which went spend the full $400 allowInto effect Jan. 27, mean ed each of them; their
that each returning U.S. parents may spend more.
resident can bring back As long as the family's
$400 worth of goods total purchases do not exwithout paying any duty ceed $1,600, however,

they are not subject to
any duty.
If you spend more than the limit, you will have to
pay duty. There is a flat
10 percent tax on the first
$1,000 worth of goods
beyond the $400 duty- free
limit. The 10 percent
rule used to apply to the
first $600 beyond the dutyfree exemption.)
Purchases beyond
$1,400 per person will be
taxed on a sliding scale,
according to the individual item. Check
customs publications for
specific rates so you can
include high-tax items in
your basic exemption.

Stubblefield home scene of chapter meeting
[Special week planned M. Frank
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A. Stubblefield's home was the
scene of the meeting of
Chapter hl of the P.E.O.
3isterhood on Friday.
Jan. 14: Mrs: Robert T.
Bryan welt assisting
hostess.
The president, Mrs.
John Twomey, presided.
Reports were given by
Mrs. N.T. Beal,secretary
and Mrs. James Parker,
treasurer. Mrs. William
Major, chaplet), read the
devotion. Mrs. Stubblefield served as guard.
Mrs. John Quertermous, co-chairman with
Mrs. Parker, reviewed
plans for entertaining the
state convention of PEO
May 16 and 19 at Barkley
Lodge. "State officers
and delegates are sating
me how to get to Barkley
Lodge," Mn. QaerterMOOS said. This started
the conversation about
this area's transportation
problem.
The vice president,
Mrs. Lewis Bossing,
presented the program on
Founders' Day, "Sisters
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In Heart and Spirit."
Each founder was illustrated in black and
white silhouette style.
Mrs. Bossing said she
and her two sisters were
initiated into her
mother's chapter in Kansas,and the program that
she was using had been
used by sisters - one in
Oklahoma and the other
in Colorado.
The scrap books that
are compiled by Mrs. L.J.
Hortin, presently, and
other members, covering
publicity of the chapter
since March 20. 1964,
were exhibited and left to
President Twomey who
has been a member the
past few years only.
Members toured the
Stubblefield home which
Is decorated with pictures, awards and *Wet
d'arts which were acquired while Cong. Stubblefield and family lived
in Washington, D.C., during his terms there.
China used on the dining tables bore the Congressional seal,.dssigned
by len= especially for
families of Congree. "It is
to be divided between my

three daughters so they
can have a setting later,"
Mrs. Stubblefield said
when questioned about
that and Other thbVs
quite special.
The Stubblefields were
In Washington when
Pres. John F. Kennedy
was killed. When asked to
relate an experience of
that day, she
remembered "Molly (her
grade school daughter
then) came home at noon
beacuse of a teachers'
conference and they went
shoPPII18.
During a purchase the
radio announced the
tragedy. She said she and
Molly went to Frank
Albert's office just across
the street from the
Capitol to follow the news
and watch the activities
from the window.
Mrs. Stubblefield said
"Molly disappeared. I
didn't panic because I
knew that she knew her
way around. Later she
&peered and told me that
she had been sitting on
the curb to watch the
flag.,She explained that
when they lowered the
flag to half-staff, she

knew for sure the president was dead."
Molly is now living in'
Philadelphia, Pa. Baby
girI, Isis, was born to her
and husband: William A.
Pochciol,last Dec. 21.
Others present for the
luncheon-program were
Mrs. Maurice P.
Christopher, Mrs. Lanie
N. Clark, Mrs. George S.
Hart, Mrs. L.J. Hortin,
Mrs. A.C. La Follette,
Mrs. Henry McKenzie,
Mrs. Hugh L Oakley,
Mrs. Harry M. Sparks,
Mrs. A.H. .Titsworth,
Miss Joan Maupin and
Miss Ann Herron.

Student named
by FFA chapter

...sr

j••••110,

•

MEMBER OF MONTH
— Janet Coleman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe PM Coignes, New
Concord, has been
seiedsd as member of
the month for January by
the Calloway County
Chapter of Future
Farmers at America. She
was selected as a result of
wiming first piece in the
CMOs, mod County Soil
-Conservation Essay Conr
r
hap
and whnlf
place in the
American Institute of
Cooperatives Contest.
She will advance to the
Regicsal AIC Contest in
March at Murray State
University Mies Coleman is a freehman etreg
student at Calloway
County High School.
•
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Wranglers Riding Club elects officers

datebook
Tennis ploy Thursday

Soccer meeting Sunday

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday. Feb. Ilk from 9:30 toll:39 11.131.
at Kenlake Tenis Center. The group will meet at
1:45 a.m. at the home Marilyn Adkins to go to
Kenlake. Submtitutes will be Cathy Mattis and
Cecelia Brock.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One.— Vickie
Miller. Norma Frank, Agnes Payne and Vickie
Baker; Court Two — Gayle Foster, Janice Howe,
Cathy Young and Becky Wilson.

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will
have an organisational meeting on Sunday, Feb. 13,
at 2 p.m. in the Barkley Lecture Room of Murray
State University Center. Parents and interested
adults jire urged to attend, according to Jim
Baurer Leagues for boys and girls teem 5 to 111 will
be formed. For information call 753-4712.

Club to hear Peeler
Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club will meet
Thursday. Feb. 10, at 7 p.m. at the Commerce Centre of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, Highway 641 North. Detective Charles
Peeler of the Murray Police Department will speak
about "Home Security," according to a club
spokesman who invites all newcomers to attend.

Crisis meeting Thursday
Crisis Pregnancy Center of Murray Life House
will have a meeting of interested volunteers at the
center, located at 1506 Chestnut St., scrums the
street from Murray Stet* Security Office, on Thursday.Feb. 10, at 7 p.m.
This is for all persons interested in helping to
meet the needs of girls and women facing unwanted
or untimely pregnancies. For more information call
Dan Butler,753-7356.

Meeting to be Thursday
Make Today Count will meet Thursday, Feb. 10,
et 7 p.m. in the annex of the Calloway County Public
Library. This is an organization formed as a group
for people living with life-threatening illnesses,
their family members and other interested individuals.

Saturday school planned
A Saturday School for grades one through six will
be at University Church of Christ for four Saturdays
from 1 to 2 30 p.m. on Feb. 12, Feb. 19, Feb. 26 and
March 5.
This will include Bible stones, training centers
and games. For transportation persons may call
the church office, 753-1181.

Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Tuesday.Feb.1
Thursday,Feb. 10
by Dr. Stephen Brown
Make Today Count will
will be at 1 p.m. in Recital meet at 7 p.m. at annex of
Hall Annex, Price Doyle Calloway Public Library.
Fine Arts Building, Murray State University.
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Adult Mentally HanCommerce Centre,
dicapped Center, 74s
Murray -Calloway
Main St., phone 753-6622,
Chamber of Commerce,
will be taking orders for
Highway 641 North, at 7
"Burst of Lqve" balloon
p.m.
bouquets to be delivered
on Valentine's Day..
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Wednesday,Feb.9
Activities at First Christian Church.
Presbyterian Church will
Include choir at 6 p.m.,
Parents Anonymous
youth goup at 6:30 p.m. will meet at6!30 p.m. For
and session meeting at information call 759-1067
7:30p.m.
or 7534009.

Murray Lions Club will
have its Valentine Ladles
Night at 6:30 p.m. in
cafeteria of Murray High
Free blood pressure
School.
checks will be given from
Southwestern District 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. for
Dental Hygiene Society senior citizens at Hazel
will met at 7 p.m. at home Community Center.:
of Angelia Parrott,
Douglas Center will be
Mayfield.
open from 10 a.m. to 2
Baptist Young Women p.m. for activities by
of Westaide Church will senior citizens.
meet at 7 p.m. at home of
Homemakers Clubs
Judy Smothennan.
will meet as follows:
Murray Star Chapter Pacers at 9:30 a.m. at
No. 433 Order of the Boston Tea Party; PotEastern Star will meet at tertown at 10 a.m. at Colonial House
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Smorgasbord; New ConGroups of CWF of First cord at Sirloin Stockade
Christian Church will at 11 a.m.; Harris Grove
meet as follows: I with at 1 p.m. at Ellis Center;
Mrs. B.D. Hall at 10 a.m. South Pleasant Grove
and III with Mrs. Helen with Estelle Gooch at 1:30
p.m.
Campbell at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Duplicafe
Bridge Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gleason Hall. For
Information call 489-2244
or 7534345.
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck
sweetheart banquet at
6:30 p.m. at club house.
Singles Class will meet
at 7 p.m.At Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.

Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Wesleyan with
Joan Whayne at 7 p.m.
and Ruth Wilson with
Mary Moyer at 7:30 pm.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at Siroth Stockade.

Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will meet at 6 p.m.
Story hours will be at
at home of David QUM- 9:30 and 10:30 a.m. and
ingham,Utterback Road. 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
Secend night of auditions for "The Odd Cou"Burst of Love"
ple" will be at 7 p.m. at balloon
bouquets will be
the Playhouse in Murray- delivered on Valentine's
Calloway County Park.
Day. Call Adult Mentally
Handicapped Center, 753Kentucky Lake '122,to place your order.
Chapter of American
Association of Medical
Volunteer Income Tax
Aasistants will be at 7:30 Assistance Program will
p.m. in third floor open today and continue
classroom of Murray- each Wednesday from
Calloway County noon to 4 p.m. in
Hospital.
Mississippi Room, upper
level of Murray State
Faculty Plano Recital University Center.

Murray Chapter No. 92
Royai,Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Mothers Morning Out
wilL be at 11:30 a.m.. at
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.

Youth -‘,..estr, rn
Pleasure
Ioni
Caldwell, first. Jill
Rowland,second
Open Poles
Roger
Leslie, first. .14 11
Rowland. second
Youth Gaited
Measurer
Steve Burton, first, Greg
Workman,second
Backing Class
Sabrina Leslie. first, Billy Jo Farris. second
Men's Western
Pleasure
Ron Talent.
first. Tedii!. Rogers, second
Open Speed Race Jill
Howland, first. I
'Rogers, second -

The Roger 1.eshe
Is won the award as the

family with the must
points for the year
Jill Rowland was the
winner of the award for
Ow individual with the
most points for the year
Members of the 1963
Board of I hrectors for the
club are Janet Banks,
Terry McCutcheon. )ebbie MeCutchean. Mr and
Red
Mrs Richard
Woods anal Barb
Bassfonl
Following the potluck
dinner and awards
ceremony, music was 1)
the Fire Mountain Band
from Benton

rBabbles From Bobbie;
"Dressing The Port"
Here is a helpful guide for you when starting to
ook for your wedding gown Deude whot kind of
wedding it will be formal Semi Formal - or InThen look through magazines ta.see what
i s available to suit your theme
Set a budget -for your entire-weds:1mq outfit
such as gown headpiece undergarments shoes
etc Start looking offer you set the date end have
announced your engagement
Bring only one other person with you when you
• shop Morn or a good friend (Too many helpers
I and you II get confused' let the salesperson know
what your plans are such as the dote 'type of
wedding style of dress your interested in and the
de price range you sie set
i4 Remember, that to special order takes up to
eight weeks and it is wise to have up to 16
weeks espetially if you re having a portrait mode
before
wve the wedding If you do order arrange for a
convenient dote for you to be fitted when the dress

formal

Area women selected

Local women have
The list includes the
been named by the Hoard following'
of Advisors for the
Lisa ci Sools, MSU
Outstanding Young Housing Office, Murray,
Women of America Sheila Rene Hue, 1606
Awards Program for in- Poplar, Murray. Rid))
clusion in the 1942 edition I Andsey lilac'', 2210-Quail
Thursday,Feb. 10
of Outstanding Young Creek Dr , Murray,
Crisis Pregnancy
of America
Melanie Annette Martin
Center of Murray Life Women
program is design- 9600 Forest 1.n , Dallas
House, 1506 Chestnut, will : The
and en- Texas:
have a meeting of all in- ed to honor
exceptional
terested volunteers at 7 courage
Deborah Ann Tucker
women between
p.m. at center. For in- young
36 who 1611 Springdale Dr
21
and
ages
of
the
formation call 753-7356.
have distinguished Owensboro; Sharon 1,ce
themselves
in their Myatt. Kt 2, Hazel; Joel
West Kentucky
La Harlow. itt 3
Bring the shoes and undergarments you will
professions
their
homes,
Amateur Astronomers
l;lamow, Joyce Ann (*.arwear on the wedding day Don t substitute shoes
communities
their
and
will meet at 7 p.m. at
you may misjudge height of heel and cause the.
This Li the goal of the son, 909 North 166 St.
Golden Pond Visitor
Murray; Ruth Tit.swotth
Are- t _be_Walaurg as loci -shoatfteasember-to-get
womena_
leading
many
Center, Land Between
a final fitting before ycu take the dress home Ili S
organizatons. college. Pickens, 12113 Alpine
the Lakes.
alumni associates and Way,Prospect:
t
a be UNe everything is per f
Deborah Lynn Hell, lit
Now some helpful guidelines on Iv hich %tyres to
Mothers Day Out will public officials who
look for
be at 9 a m at First Bap- nominate deserving 3, Murray, Celia Jo Wall.
young women to par- 1906 A Westwood Dr .
Short and Than a highr Ise waistline high
tist Church
ticipate in the program
Murriy; lanette Under
neckline .chapel length train and long fitted
Serving as chairman of wood Hunt. 1506 Her
sleeves gives the ripper:iron( e of heighth
Bea Walker Group of
board is Mrs Dexter mdage Place: Murray
the
Wort with a few pounds to spore Try a blouson
First Baptist •Church
bodice over a fitted skirt long narrow sleeve. a
Women will meet at 7:30 Otis Arnold. honorary (larletter Radford Ellis,
p.m. with Mrs. Charles president of the General Rt 2, Hazel; Tern Lynn
natural neckline IN a stand up olio( Gathered or
Federation of Women's Etrwin. 5001 C7 Sundown
Hale. slightly dirndl waists add length
(1 , Louisville
Clubs
Average Anything goes
Orders are being taken
Tall and Thin Dropped waist% look Urea? and•
by Adult Mentally Hanbore off shoulder styles are perfect Ruffle tiers or,
dicapped Center, phone
skirts can be worn with ease
753-6622, for "Burst of
Toll and &swop.fitted bodice Some roundness
Love" balloons lb be
"Agriculture and Com- tine's Day for the patients
to skirt full bishop sleeves and decorative
delivered on Valentine's munity Development in at Westview Nursing
hemlines
Day.
West Africa" waa the pro- Home.
Boavy-set Choose• simple line% and avoid tob
gram presented by Jean
The Church Bulletin
much lore and beadwork V necks with empire
Hamilton at the January Board for the month of
waist and smooth narrow sleeves Chiffon fabrics
meeting of the Northside Februar) will b
ore rricellent and steer clear of billowy rirtfles
Rt. 4, Camden, Tenn.; Baptist Church Women at prepared by Janice
Graham /Jetta Balentine
Joe Pat Thornton, Rt 2, the home of Ann Salmon
Kathy Mohler, presi- was appointed to purMrs. Audrey L Moore,
dent, presided The Open- chase tapes'for recording.
Rt. 5;
ing prayer and calendar the church service
Arvin McCuiston, Rt. 5,
lel
•
•
Refreshments were 111111 I• IN•WI El MI I• MI•RI•
Mrs. Sally Nance of prayer were by Mrs
Salmon, A thank you note served Also presentutere
Livesay, 1604 Sycamore
St.; Mrs. Dorothy E was read from Christine Judy Jones and Emma S
LaFever, 716 Fatriane, Graham for her fruit Lou Adams.
•
The group will meet
Mrs. Massolette Canon, basket.
Plans were made to Feb. 14. at 7 p.m. at the
Rt. t; Mrs. Medic K.
make favors for Valenrs a ntme
Waters, Rt. 4; Lois 0.
•
Fry, 240 Lake St.,
Snaps Goal
•
•
04.4 tlo..•
Camden,Term
Slade
a

Northside women meet

Dismissals listed by hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday, Feb
4, was 153 adults and six
in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were- Dusty Adams and
baby boy, Rt. 3, Cadiz;
Cindy Cossey and baby
boy, Rt. 3; Patricia Fogle
and baby girl, RI. 5.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Donna F. Scott,
No. 95 Riviera CU.;
Jason R. Shell, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn.; William
Carl Castile, 200 South
Ninth St.; Mrs. Mary E.
Rogers, 106 Pennsylvania
Ave., Paris, Tenn.; Brock
W. Ray, Rt. 7; Bobby G.
McNutt, 210 Fairview,
Paris, Tenn.;
Victor L. Litchfield, Rt.
1, Hardin; Dwight David
Howell, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Sarah Nell Housden, 314
Woodlawn; William J.
Hobbs, Box 105, Fulton;
Treamon Clayton
Hargrove, Rt. 7; Mrs.
Adall K.Perry. Rt. 5;
Terry D. Hamden, Rt.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Joyce A.
Gibson, 513 Broad St.•
John Mark Dillon, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Ladonne C.
Sims, ON Story; Mrs.
Jeanette Louise Cook and
baby giri. Rt. 2, Benton;
Mrs. Catherine A.
Bogard and baby girl. 411
North Eighth St.; Mrs.
Joetta Johnson, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Robert L.
Ward, 1305 1205
Crestwood; Roy Walker,

Workman's
FINAL CLEAN-UP SALE
SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE STORE

50% T075%

OFF
WE HAVE CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Settle-Workman
DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM TNI BANK Of
MURRAY,WNW!YOUR OURROMIS IS ALWAYS

APPROCIATIM

awards for 1942 were as
follows
Ron
Halter Class
Talent, first, Lori
Caldwell. second
Pony Lead Line
Becky Schroader, first
LaDon'Wdson. second
Pony Pleasure
I.aDon Wilson, first,
Kevin Farris,second
Fox Trot Dee Farris,
first, Cindy Herndon. second
Wornen's Western
Pleasure
Judy
Caldwell. first. Peg
Bassford. second
Open Saddle Pleasure
- Red Woods, first, Dee
Farrur,second
Open Barrels
Roger
Leslie. first Jill
Rowland,second
Country Pleasure
/lee Farris. first, Cind
Herndon.second

Box supper Saturday
The Youth of the Ncirthaide Independent Church
will sponsor a box supper on Saturday. Feb. 12, at 7
p.m. at the Dexter Community Center. Each
woman or girl should bring a box lunch for two. A
gospel singing will follow the supper.

Community calendar
'Monday,Feb.
Movie, "All the King's
Men," will be shown at
7:30 p.m. in auditorium of
Murray State University
Center, sponsored by Pi
Sigma Alpha national
political science
honorary society.

Wranglers Riding Club
had an election of officers
and a presentation of
awards for 1982 high point
winners at a recent
meeting at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center
Elected as 1983 officers
were Chrtstian Slough.
president; Marie
Dolchan, vice president,
Laura Price, secretary/reporter: Sabrtna
assistant secretary/reporter. Katrina Jerger.
treasurer. Jenny Woods,
assistant treasurer
Retiring officers for1982 are Richard Red)
Woods, preipdent; Gene
King, vice president;
Nancy Schroader.
secretary, Donna Wilson,
treasurer. lois Woods,
reporter
Winners of high point

The Shon'case

•

New baby, dismissals released

East Winners
club meets
The East Winners 4-H
Club met Tuesday, Jan.
11, according to Patrick
Orr,club reporter.
Michelle and Jennifer
Jarrett gave a
demonstration on "How
To Give Demontrations
and Talks."
Cooking and knitting
classes were discussed.
The group planned a St.
Patrick's Day party at
the hospital to be on
March 19.

Census at MurrayCallow ay County
Hospital for Thursday.
Feb. 1, was 154 adults and
four in nursery
A newborn admission
was Louise Cook and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Benton
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Rita Taylor, fit 9,
Benton; Mrs. Sheilah
McNutt and baby girl.
1503 Fairgrounds Rd..
Paris, Tenn.; Eric
Tomlin, 1130 Chickasaw,
Paris, Tenn.; Garvin
Flood, Rt. 6, Paris.
Tenn.;

Jeremy Hartsfield. McClaim Trailer CI , Paris
Term, Michael J War ren. 1310 Poplar St.; Miss
Pamela Wiggins, lit 1
Sedalia . Leon Pritchett
Dexter, Mrs Mary I.
Turner, 1205 Peggy Ann
Dr .

N E EDUWOMAN
FABRICS
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flosoaaes 1•1,

END OF SEASON

:LIQUIDATI• N:
EVERY YARD OF FINE

•

WOOLENS
1/2
PRICE

William Outland. 416
South Eighth St.; Mrs.
Nellis Williams, Rt. 2.
Conn Scott, Rt. II; Mrs
Margaret Fuqua, 603
South Ninth St
Mayfield, Mrs. Ruth F.
Greer, Rt I. Camden,
Tenn.

IN OUR STORE ON SALE

100 WOOL Er
WOOL BLENDS
H and SD WIDTHS
0000latA MPG
raltlANIS 'LIAISON
Ot ANA IN AMINO
%
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.1 US 0r640 SOS

•

REG IT SO to
119 YD
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•
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IT Come To Our
Special

Featuring
•1 Nights Lodging For 2
•A Dance
W/Live Band ("Going My Way
*Breakfast For 2

Call 474-2211
F9r

OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS

OFF

44

Sat. Feb. 12th

Only $40
"
Per Couple

•
•
•

Dance Only.
p.m.-1 a.m.

s15"per couple

•

Liaillevi Spam-Call For Tickets

Kenlake State Resort
474.2211
Hwy.94E. Park
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Boys

Knit S
•)0/50
'Knit
•StZes

1

Save 1 94
Valentine Sweetheart Sleepwear .
••
ong gowns mini gowns
t it , •),)
embroidery,

Your

Choice

Min's
Wrangler
Unlined
Denim
Jackets

641 North Central Center
Mon.-Sat.9 a.m.-9 p.m.
759-9995
Expires 2-13-83 Sunday Noon-6

Reg 21 64 Sole

19.48
Wash
Cloths

Oak
Magazine
Rack

2.17

everyday Low Pr
Disc Film
•15 4—posur, -•Nu 15443

Special
Selection

3 Styles
Reg 18 84

•

St a.( i,l Candy
t ot indt
,1)4
>ornt•orit•

Everyday Low Price

Lady
Pepperell
No Iron Sheets

Federal 22
Long Rifle Shells
Oslo `,1
4,50

Wal-Mart Everyday Low Pric
Save 28%
No Nonsense
Knee Highs
•100% Nylon •One

Your

C home
Ruffles and Lace, The Countess Heart,
Deluxe Frilly Heart

size •Assorted colors
•Reg 1 34

100 Count Box Of
Envelopes

160:

Girls Briefs
•conDn. nylon and

Save 1 04
Women* Slippers

poly cotton blends
•Asst styles and
fabrics *While & asst
pastel, fashion CO,i0rs
or prints *Sues 21012

*Floral double knit
•Terry insole and
lining *Crepe sole
'Ladies size 5-10

.Reg. 5 96

Selected Assorted Styles

Zebco Reel
33-1

'No

Spray 'n Wash
*22 Ounce

Penn or Wilson
Tennis Balls
*No T10001 X76YHD

Special
Save 3 00
%NISI Samos

Terlowillylisweryer--•,:00 Wang *Soso stet,•p.
CPA('Wane

Everyday Low Price

Decorsi PIK*.Frames

op& Nylon' *No VS-10N
444eu "R4

IC Hershey
WAL-MART COUPON

WAL-MART COUPON

Save 22°.
Friendly Valentine I
Package
•50 qardc per package
Plus .1 teacher card

*Reg 964

I

CourrOa Moat Accompan (Wt..

C4Itle
arsi

.43
12.9f
96

Wal-Mart Potting Soil
•10 Pound bag

Ladies
Panties

74e

1.28

Lime— A-Way
Bathroom
Clpaner

SekktiOrl
LyCr0 Stretched

Briefs
2 Styles

z23

rack Hair Spray
Ounce
Regular. super,

9

ultra. soft unscented 11

Only$1

WAL MART PHOTO COUPON

$/
1
41001
Mouthwash
ar Gorgi•
24 Or.
13

Rog 2

Offer Expires
2-13-83
aallaaaMallaataalS4=041a•ON4011•0040.10
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Everyday Low Price

Boys Short Sleeve
Knit Shirts
•
PrilyestericOtIon
. nit collar & button

Otoctiet•Assorted stripes
•Stzes 8-16

WAL-MAIrr

nye 29

Washable
Tailor's Pen

0 17

.rydity Low Price
Film
E

1 ti

Mag.-a

) 15403

Tube Paint
.
Iff'd

11‘e

14 Inch
Hoop La Kit
•

Save 2,3°0

128

Aunt Lydia's
Rug Yarn
1)0.yes{er
ou 1,6•

Low Prices

Yard pun skein
•Many assofted Golor .
•;4eig .t

•'0

ality,
ection!

43`
12.96
1.66
96*

Save 19°0

Baby Face Interlock
•100 Polyester

•Save Up To 18.

Pop-In Pillow Form

*58-60 Inches wile

*Machine washable
'Reg 2 44 yard

Plus These Everyday
BAND-AID BRAND SPECIALS
Low Price Items

2.27a
nlea

Your Choice

MOND
Presto' FryDaddy
Doep Fryer

Kitchen Assortment•20
Sheer All-Wide
•30
•30
Plastic Alt-Wide
•SO
Plastic Asiorted

•No FD - 1 05420

ouroN

WAL-MART COUPON

Monis Cotton
Utility Socks
3PairPock

Rao. 2.68

3 Pack Wash Cloth

Ct
Ct
Ct
CI

•TerryCIOIrt ASSOfted cr.),(2'

Jobe. Houseplant Spikes

Tilex

*No 5001

16 oz

Playtex Rubber Gloves

Reg. 1.88 Instant Mildew ond Stain
Remover. No Mess No Scrubbing

•Srnall meourn large

WAL-MART
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on the house
By ANDY LANG
AP NeWsleatures
Buying light bulbs
ought to be the simplest
home furnishings purchase a person can make.
But recent lighting industry changes have
helped create confusion
by virtue of the sheer
number of current bulb
offerings (Inc company,
for elituiple. included
over ZOO types of bulbs in
a recent catalog. .
Today 's light Guilts
come in a greater range
of saes, shapes and wattages than used to be the
case So, by selecting the
correct bulbs for your
needs, you may be able to
( ut the electric bill as
well as bask in more comfortable and flattering
light
First step in unraveling
the confession is to understand the difference between the two basic bulb
types in :iridescent and
fluor.-s4 rot bulbs
Though far less Oh=
tient than fluorescent
bulbs, the common incandesi rid bulb found in
everyk- supermarket - has
Inain source of
horn-es
light in Auirrio
Not long ago, th 111,
i•fii
bulb was
iliiiiest ihr .011l!. type of
bulb that fit the typical
horn.. Limp or lighting
-ftxturr
•
'qui light was
r Irishr
141 more flattering ;11.1(1 • 4(1111ot-table than
the hartier, more glaring
bright white light if
iluorem rill bulbs athl the
initial purchase was less
so it was the light
source .o4 choice when
rtirro was cheap
With rising energy
osts, however, there WAS
011142,a search for more
irld energy usage
timer the fluorescent bulb
prod W.es almost four
tunes as much light per
watt and lasts seven to 10
tunes longer, energy savings efforts have

centered around improving it
Several companies now
make a fluorescent bulti
that comes with an
adapter. Also it can be used in a lamp that normally takes an incandescent
bulb. In addition, the color range of fluorescet
bulbs has been widened.
Depending on the coating
on the tube, bluish.
yellow, pink-toned or colorless light can be produced Some of the newer
fluorescents (which
usually have the prefix
•'deluxe" on the package
provide a warm mellow
light that compares
favorably to incandescent lighting
Once they came only in
long, slender tubular configurations, but now
fluorescet bulbs are
available in a variety of
lengths as well as in_cirde shapes and spirals.

single 100 watt bulb and
get nearly 50 pet-cent
more light without using
any more energy.
Other options include
using new low-watt bulbs
Instead of regular bulbs.
An energy-saving 69-watt
bulb could replace a 75watt bulls. Bulb manufacturers estimate that
reducing the wattage this
small amount will produce about the same light
but require less energy
and contribute to the
longer life of the bulb.
Other possibilities include replacing ordinary
bulbs with reflector bulbs

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Whether you are applying varnish to unfinished
wood or to a surface fromwhich a -previous finish
has been rehloved, the
vital first step is preparation
You never will achieve
a first-class finish with
varnish unless you
recognize it will not turn
a bad surface into goad
one and that the finish
can be ruined by its mortal enemy,dust
Varnish can, in fact. accentuate the faults in a
piece of wood. And it
should never be applied
to a dusty surface or in a
room where dust is likely
to travel, as would be the
case when there is a
movement of air from a
nearby window, a hot air
duct, an air conditioning
unit or anything eLse
Don't even start varnishing until you are sure
everything in the room is
dust-free and that nobody
will even walk in the
room until the varnish is
thoroughly dry
These precautioni are
necessary when using
regular varnish, which is
called natural-resin varnish,' or polyurethane
varnish, which is a syn-

fiecallSe Of Its longer life.

fluorescent bulb is a
particularly good choice
for out-of-the-way fixtures that are hard to
reach and change.
Although'it may be less
efficlent, incandescent
light has many excellent
attributes. First of all, incandescent bulbs can be
dimmed if you install a
dinurung device switch
Nowadays, some lamps
come with built-in dimmers as well. By cutting
power flow to a bulb only
10 percent, you could double the life of the bulb and
save on energy costs as
well
There are other ways to
increase the efficiency of
incandescent bulbs
First, buy a bulb that produces the most lumens
per watt A bulb's lumen
output is usupily printed
on the wrapper.
When possible, use a
single bulb of higher wattage in place of several
smaller bulbs For example, you could replace
four 25 watt bulbs, with a

RICKMAN & NORS WORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLIES
753-6450

500 S. 4TH

NUARY CLOSEOUT SALE
Special Value!
WEISER — ARISTOCRAT STYLE

•Bed & Bathroom Locks

$12.75
$8.31

•Closet Latch Sets

$7.00

'Double Cylinder

$15.75

A PAR bulb can produce
a beam that is extra-wide
or extra-narrow. depending on the lens Inside.
1k:sides -the utilitarian
bulbs designed to fit inside shaded lamps and
fixtures, there are also
decorative light bulbs
which are meant to be used without a shade. These
can create..pinpoints of
sparkle. emulating a candle or gas flame,and they
come in a variety of colors Especially for
chanciebers and sconces ' • are bulbs with a crinkly
surface suggesting'
crystal

Refinishing steps to be followed

a

'Keyed Entrance Locks

which are designed to
direct 110 to 16 percent of
their light in the direction
you choose ad that leas
wattage does the job.
There are thee types
of reflectors — spot, flood
and PAR bulbs. Each one
has a well-defined beam
that illuminates a
specific object without
spilling much light into
the surrounding area.
A spotlight has a narrow beam that directs
light to a small area,such
as a painting or a plant. A
flood produces a broader
beam. washing larger
surfaces, such as a wall.

et

All Locks
Dist* r, Weiser,
A nierisck, Weslock,
Hodock
- While Supply Lasts -

thetic of high quality but
more expensive.
It cannot be emphasized enough that it is Important to read the label
on the container carefully
and follow the directions
carefully, since there are
differences among the
various brands on the
market as well as between the two principal
•
types of varnish.
This appilei not bnly to
the manner of application, but to such things as
to whether and how much
the varnish should be
thinned and what undercoat is recommended.
Generally, shellac can be
used as an undercoat with
regular varnish but not
with polyurethane.
The brush should be
dipped into the varnish
about one-third the length
of the bristles, wiping off
the excess by tapping
lightly against the inside
of the container and not
by dragging it across the
inside of the can. This latter practice and shaking
the can often cause bubbles as the varnish is
spread.
Flow on the varnish in
the direction of the wood
grain. Use light, long
strokes. Immediately
cross-stroke against the
grain. Complete the application by stroking
lightly with the bristle
tips in the direction of the
gram, using an almost
dry brush
In working with a table
top or any other large
surface, brush from the
center of the top towards
the edge, lifting the brush
the instant the edge is
reached. As with all
brushstrolung when using
varnish, do not bear down
very much, which is still
another way to get bubbles on the surface
For an extra fine finah,
sand each coat of varnish
lightly, just enough to
smooth out any irregularities but not
enough to remove any of
the new coat. Use a fine

grade of sandpaper or
steel wool. Be sure the
coat is thoroughly dry
before you do this and be
certain to wipe off any
grit or dust after you
complete it.
In doing any varnishing, always keep
what is called a "tack
rig" on hand. This is a
clean Cloth sprinkled with
turpentine and then further moistened with the
varnish that is being used. Or you can buy one at
most stores that sell varnish. It IS excellent for
removing dust from the
surface before you begin
work.
Some wood finishers
also keep a clean wooden
toothpick nearby. It can
be used for picking up
specks of dust from a
finish that is still very
wet A tack rag can be used again and again if,
after each use, it is wrung
dry and placed in an airtight metal container.
Varnish can be left as is
after the final coat or rubbed with pumice and rottenstone powders or some
other rubbing compound,
followed by a coat of wax.
I Do-it-yourselfers wtll
find many tips in Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs."
which can be obtained by
sending $1.50 to this
paper at Box 5, Teaneck,
NJ 07666

Q. We want to knock
down an inside wall In our
house in order to combine
two rooms. We have been
warned to be sure the
wall is a nonbearing partition, which presumably
means a wall that isn't
supporting anything. We
are fairly certain this
particular wall is not supporting anything, but we
aren't positive. How can
we tell whether it is'

There should be special car insurance for
more mature, safer drivers
Now there is

Patties
Oisertee Lbs. 14 Lk. B..$ 1 946
Wiwi*
Pork Loin Sliced la Chem
10-1 lb .
/ 69
11.
Nag

$537

Sausage Patties

3 Lb

I

$ 2 59
I
$16,

te Lb bag

Sides of Choice Beef
Gesrantsoil Tommior
Ile Game fee Craning, Wreppies
freeman

WhO 6sa e

$1 29
b.

225-3•4111. seg.

etai

The rates are tower The coverages are
broader
If you have been accident-free for three
years and are at least 25 years old, you are
qualified to become a Medalist policyhoider
enlorrvil sPncial. reduced rates
And if you are middle-aged (45-64), youii get
the biggest rate break of all

Reid

Wieners
Potatoes

Its State Auto Companies Medalist Auto
policy

e

CO.

GIBSON MAM
IS -1
We Accept Peed
7 8.am-1
Wanes
1•711.3niSt.
•
e.m.-12 pas.SW.
Oni Federal l
tad
Market in

What's more as a Medalist policyholder you
are not charged for your first accident That s
effective immediately. too There s no three
year wading period to qualify. once you own
a Medalist policy

1.51 It 00i

1.1A n fit 9K

ALL OF THE MAIN ROOMS ARE ON one floor in this
English country house adaptation. There-are three bedrooms
and the first floor has 1,525 square feet. Above, a balcony
studio, which has 255 square feet. looks over a sloped ceiling
living room. For more information about Plan HA1189K
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
architect Derick B. Kipp, 48 W. 48th St., New York, N.Y.
10036.

New productions shown at expo
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newideatures
Metal pots and pans,
which the consumer
assembles with a
screwdriver (thereby
saving about 20 percent in
costs 1 and a set of nesting
microwave cookware
that permits storage of
eight utensils in a space
normally taken by a
single casserole were
among the new products
shown at the recent International Housewares Exposition in Chicago.
The new products,
which also included a
battery -operated,
rechargeable scrub brush
for household cleaning
chores and a variety of
new storage items,
generally followed a safe
route of practicality. This
is in keeping with the conservatism which is
perceived by the
housewares industry to

here's the answer

Preferred
drivers
deserve
preferred
rates

I 00% Pere Clammed

StL.r<r«

A. -- lobe positive, you
will need the services of a
professional, who must
make an inspection
before he can give you a
decision. Yes, you can
make a fairly accurate
guess. For example, if
you can determine which
way the floor joists run,
you may solve the probut then again,
blem
you may not. When the
joists run at right angles
to the partition, the
chances are it is a
loadbearing partition.
When the joists run the
same way as the partition, the chances are it is
a nonbearing wall But I
have seen a nonbearing
wall which ran at right
angles to the joists. It is
too important to make a
guess that might be
wrong A professional has
several different ways to
check whether a wall is
nonbearing. While you
are at it, have him determine, also, what other
complications might
develop should you attempt knocking down the
wall yourself. Even when
a wall is nonbearing, it
houses various kinds of
equipment that must be
handled with care.

4

characterize the mood of
most American conguzzlers.
, Unlike other recent
housewares shows when
exotic new electric appliances dominated new
product introductions,
manufacturers were o1-.
feting a more scaleddown and quieter Version
of the future. They stressed features that contribute to the durability
and comfortable handling
of appliances rather than
novelty.
The new products will
begin appearing on retail
sales floors between now
and early spring.
However, with very few
exceptions, they merely
follow lines already
established with earlier
versions of similar items.
One product category
which appeared to have
been expanded this year
was storage items. Sales
of storage systems for
both food and general
household goods are increasing at a more rapid
rate than housewares
sales in general, according to one industry
executive.
As a result, perhaps,
manufacturers were encouraged to provide more
such products. Rubbermaid Inc., for example,
Introduced a variety of
new storage items, including adjustable doormounted bins and
shelves, slideout drawers
to mount under kitchen
cabinets, rolling storage
carts and stacking
storage cubes.
The Ingrid company
showed a tool holder
designed for the home
workshop while Pierce
Industries of Walden,
N.Y., had a rolling work
cart with adjustable
shelves and a wooden
work surface top. The
unit, which the consumer
assembles, will sell for
about 150 and is designed
to provide both portable
storage and a working
surface for those who live
in small spaces and have
no regular workshop.
A similar product, by
Kero Metal Products, of
Carlstadt, N.J., is the
Tool Tram — a toolbox on
wheels which also is
ameembitid by the con

CHECK OUT THE FEATURES.
CHECK OUT THE PRICE

Call us about this car insurance br•aldhrOugh
for safe drivers

PURDOM 81
THURMAN
INSURANCE
407 Maple
- 753-4431
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lbehiba's new BD-4511
amide,' plain paw copier.
Exelustve VIP and ACE moan bettor
performance and better copy quality Add
super reduction.,sdipsto-adse copying and
dual paper ammonia
Call for aft.. demonstration
in your ernes today.

sumer and sells for about
$50. Kero also,has other
roll-about items including
a file cabinet and a rolling table-desk.
One difficulty consumers have faced in finding storage items has
been the retailers' habit
of scattering their merchandise about in a
number of departments.
At the show, Several said
the trend now is toward
consolidating all the
storage products In a
single department. This
should make it easier to
shop for the products In
the near future.
As usual, cookware was
an important product
classification at the show.
Among products attracting special attention was
a new collection of do-ityourself cookware from
General Housewares.
The porcelainenamel
steel cookware comes in
several patterns and colors. In each, the handles
and knobs come
separately. The consumer, using a
screwdriver and following the written directions,
attaches them, thereby
saving about 20 percent of
the cost of similar
cookware, according to a
company representative.
There was an increase
in cookware. for use in
microwave ovens. One
reason is that statistics
indicate that a significant
number of American
households now own a
microwave oven. Stanley
Gault, chairman of Rubbermaid which has a full
line of cookware, said it is
predicted that by 1906
more than 50 percent of
American homes will be
equipped with a
microwave oven.
Since the microwave is
generally a second oven,
storage room for
microwave utensils Is
very limited. For this
reason, Rubbermaid has
produced a set of nesting
cookware- consisting of
eight- pieces — ve_cooking surfaces and three
lids. The pieces fit inside
one another so a minimal
anlount of storage space
required.
, A good example of the
care with which many
manufacturers investigate new products
before introducing them
were the actions of Black
▪ Decker Co. before introducing at the show a
new battery-operated
rechargeable scrub
brush. From conception
to introduction of the product occupied three
years, according to Nat
Staddard, marketing
director.
The brush is one of •
series of rechargeable
appliances, including a
flashlight and dusting appliance which the company has introduced.
To test the new prodoct, Black & Docker
solicited the detailed
comments of focus
groups and the general
opinions of a larger group
of consumers and tasted
the product by sailing it in
key =Aosta
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Surgical team's operation may give child new grip on life

BOBBY Vs.OLFF
LOUISVILLE, Ky.born without fingers on dolled by his pareata, but • iuternationally-renown
"An honest- politician is
one who when he as bought I AP — Job lfe-Uluwa, either hand, was aban- if a team of surgeons is successful, he
wall stay bought - Sunon
Catneran

. The child was aliandon- English couple. Peter and
ed Xi months ago 'at a Bridget hcnyOu
maternity clinic on the -- Kenyon, a banker, was
outskirts of Lagos, transferred . to Lagos, Nigeria Theresa Mar- where Mrs Kenyon
ques, the Nigeria midwife became - a volunteer at
sure the school has the who founded the lie- Miss Marques' clinic
proper equipment to do' lauwa Clinic, took him in- Shortly - after Job was
the Job
to her custody •
born, Mrs KenYon
The Regional
She named him Job thought of the surgeon
Transportation Commit- because she knew that he. and wrote to hun in
tee, which is composed of like the Job of the Old
the county judge - Testament,. would face
Job's trip was the
executives from the many trials, anti she gave result of that corseven GRADD counties
him the name of her respondence
Students do only din clinic as a surname.
Two Nigerian Brownie • 'work, widening, cleareig
The surgical team ,troops raised :none to.
and grading
began Monday with the buy Job his first pair of
Like Ms Berry, most of first in a series of opera- shoes
red -leather
the students are in their tions in which one of Job buckle ones for his trip
early 20s, though some Ife-UlliVia'S second toes to I Annsville
are in their 40s
was removed and am British Caledonian
planted it as a substitute
donated tickets
right thumb The bone in for Job and an escort to
the foot to which the. toe is fly from lageos to Atlanta
attached also was refnI)V- and paid for their stay in
141 and transplanted as a 1.4-indein last rtiesslay
.1. "Jane Fonda's substitute little finger
night
Workout Hook"
"Ile was: in surgery
Eastern Airline's
2 "Megatrends."John about
10 hours." said a donated the fare for their
NaisbItt
hospital spokesman -It flight be lAnnsville last
3. "The One-Minute will be several days
Wednesday .• .
Manager." Blanchard Si before we know whether
The s trr K e s el it.ti
Johnson
everything went as. es- assistants dbnated their
.4. "In Search of.,Kz- peeted
services Jewish -Hospital cell
" Peters
The nest operation is provided facilities for the
Waterman
•
scheduled for April 4 operations and two other •
5 "Living, Loving & when the other second toe
institutions will &nide
Learning'." Leo- will be removed and atstaff and facilities for his
Buscaglia
tached as a left thumb recovery and r il6. "The -Set•ret and the tioninwricedure Valescerice
Kingdom." Pat Robert- repeated to give Job
The surgeon said that
son
another little -finger Job Will have nit. problem,
7 "And- More By Andy
Details of the operatieor• -W•alking without the..toes.
Rooney," Andrew A were supplied by one of and that Job is one of the
Rooney
the surgeons, who asked youngest pat tent s
8 "Weiichtwatchers to remain anonymous anywhere to undergo this
Food Plan Diet because be is from t yper• of operation
Cookbook"
Scotland where Mrdiceil
More than 70 toe-to9 "Having It All." tradition and practice hand transplants have
Helen Gurley Brown
pt-ohibtt MIChl
iii.
d
been pa' Ir I 43 r
10 "Jane Fon(la's
Vallit' the doctor was 1.4411SVIllr, _all in the last
Workout Book for assigned tee the Royal 10 years. the surgee in
Pregnancy, Birth and Naval Hospital at said. adding that the
RecoveryMauritius ,,ff the African out iii het • preibabl:s
Courte4 of Time, the coast he and his wife higher than any where
weekly newsmagazine I
became frCentl, with an eke in the United State,

will begin to get a grlp on
life

Art student involved in different type of sculpting

East bought the Brooklyn
OWENSBORO, Ky dent at Western KenBridge with his efforts 1AP, — While an art stu- tucky University. Lee
agamst today's vulnerable
game But don't put all the
blame on East, take note
that South made a strong
and deceptive pitch
VINE GROVE, Ky not regarded as a threat,
East's diamond ace (AP) — Limited rail traf- according to state
dropped South's king and fic was expected to be Disaster and Emergency
East wondered what to lead resumed here today after Service officials
at trick two He tried the
The tram's engineer,
freight cars derailed
club king aoci declarer 2$
forcing the I..H. Ritchie of Bremen,
Sunday,
dropped a misleading jack
said Ile thought the
East stared at the cards for evacuation of 15 families.
derailment was caused
Monday
Crews
worked
a while, but he was afraid to
lead spades How could he to rebuild the railroad by a broken rail.
lead away from his king tracks that were torn up "The lead unit engine )
passed over and it seemwhen South had bid the suit' by the derailment.
The evacuation was ed to me like the second
East resigned himself to ordered because four of unit was the one that went
another club lead and South the Illinois Central Gulf on the ground first," he
sprung the irap
He cars were cerrying Mid.
finessed, winning dummy's pressurized vinyl He said he later found a
10 and escaped with the loss chloride, which officials rail that appeared to have
of only one spade trick said, was a hazardous been partly cracked for
After winning dummy's club material.
some time,- with a fresh
10. South cashed the diaAssistant State Fire crack that finished the
mond queen, ruffed a dia- Marshal Gilbert Ellis break, near where he
mond and threw one of said some families might thinks the derailment
dummy's spades on the club have to leave their home!
began.
ace The defense got a spade again Thursday when the
Neither Ritchie nor
and led trump, but It was all cars containing the vinyl
over South was able to chloride aremoved out of three other crew
members was injured.
cross-ruff to score 10 tricks the area.
Vinyl choloride can "The rails that we lookShould East have seen burn uncontrollably and ed 111 seemed to have
through South's diabolical give aft deadly phosgene stress fractures," said
plan? In retrospect, yes. gas if the tank Car is rup- • Rod RabY• a dePaiy state
West's club four libuld not
fire marshal. "It looked
Ellis said.ture,
possibly be an encouraging
happened in near- like the left rail going norThat
signal However, some
thbound pulled some of
Wests have been known to by Muldraugh in 1980, the spikes out and train
town
to
causing
the
entire
miss signals in cases like
just turned over."
this so South does deserve be evacuated for five
days.
Earlier, a small dam
some credit for selling the
Ellis said the latest waf built to protect a
bndge
derailment was the most nearby creek that sup2-11-A
NORTH
•Q 3
serious involving hazer- plies water for Vine
QJ 9 8 7
dous chemicals,since the G rove, and natural
•Q 1054
Mulciraught accident.
rescurces officials said
•102
Another tank car, car- their tests indicated the
WEST
EAST
rying sodium hydroxide, creek had not been con•A 10
•K 7 2
had a slight leak but was Laminated.
32
VS4
*J 972
•A 8 6 3
•7 6 5 4
SOUTH
•.19 8 6 4
LEXINGTON, Ky.estimates are difficult to
AK 106
(API
— If the state make, the study said.
K
adopts a property tax on because it is not known
4sAJ9
unmined minerals, a what percentage of the
Vulnerable: Both Dealer study says that Ken- state's mineral rights
South. The bidding.
tucky's local govern- would be classified as
ments and school non-extractable.
Soak West -New* East
I* -Pass t NT Pass • districts could receive
2,
Pass re
Pass
between $70 million and
s•
Pass Pass Pass
$113 million in new
Best-selling records of
revenue each year.
Opeting 'lead Diamond The document was the week of Feb. 4 based
deuce
prepared for the Ken- on Cashbox magazine's
Bid with The Aces
tucky Fair Tax Coalition nationwide survey were
by Virginia Wilson, a doc- as follotirs: South holds 2-8-B
1. "Down Under," Men
toral candidate at the
University of Kentucky. at Work
•K 7 2
V54
2. "Baby,Come to Me,"
The study's revenue
•A 8 6 3
estimate is based on an Patti Austin
•K Q 8 3
estimated assessment of 3. "Africa," Toto
North South
30
cents per ton on unmin- 4. "Maneater," Hall &
IV
ed coal under 1960 tax Oates
•
2 NIT
levies. The study used 5. "Sexual Healing,"
ANSWER: F0t11" hearts coal reserve estimates Marvin Gaye
North has a light opening from the 1960 Kentucky 6. "Mi•ckey," Toni Basil
7. "Dirty Laundry,"
with long hearts and a pass Coal Data Book.
might win. Nevertheless, At a recovery rate of 50 Don Henley
game might be there and it percent, about $70 million 8. "The Other Guy,"
pays to bid on.
would be collected. An 80 Little River Band
percent rate would yield 9. "Shame on the
Seed bridge oweettows to 'The Aces.
study Moon," Bob Seger
P0 los 113163, Dallas, Toms 79224. $113 million, the
10. "You Can't Hurry
with een-eddrowed stamped eereicipe said.
for may
Exact revenue Love," Phil Collins

Roil traffic resumes

Agencies would profit from tax

Top wax listed

Berry wasn't sure what Owensboro-Daviess
kind of job she could get County airport, a pracwith her degree
tice field at Daviess
So Ms Berry, 20, County High School and
enrolled in a course of drainage work.
study that involves a difProjects for the
ferent kind of sculptur- students are suggested by
municipal governments
ing•
Ms. Berry is a student or boards in the Green
In the heavy equipment River Area Development
•
class at the Daviess Distnct
•
County State Vocational
According to Laura
& Technical School In- Phillips, a transportation
stead of her hands, or a specialist with the
brush, Ms Berry Ges GRADE), those proposals
her sculpting with a are reviewed to make
bulldozer, front-end
loader or large scraper
The course teaches
students how to operate
and maintain heavy
Current Best Sellers for
equipment. The course
the
week of Feb 4 as
does not rely simply on
book-reading Weather released by Time
permitting, the students magazine are as follows
FICTION
climb aboard the large
I. "2010. Odyssey
pieces of machinery and
rearrange the landscape. Two," Arthur C. Clarke
2. "Space," James A.
When the COW'S! WBS
first offered a few years - liftchener•
ago, the students used the • 3. -"Master of theequipment simply to (he,lathe.-- Sidney Sheldon
. "Mistral's
holes in Hancock County. .
Once that was ac- Daughter," Judith
complished. they filled' Krantz
S. "The Valley of
them in.
"The public wort '
of Horses," Jean M Auel •
t.'The E T
went sour on that Idea,"
said Hancock County Storybook," William
Kotzwinkle
Magistrate Pete Colbert.
7. "Foundation's
Now, the students use ,
Edge."
Isaac Asimov
their skills to grade dirt •
Ihagon,"
A.
roads, build drainage ditches and other public pro- Peter Straub
9. "Life, the Universe &
jects.
County officials, like Everything," Douglas
Colbert, are enthused Adams
10. "The Fall of Fredabout the work and the
price, which is done for die the leaf.'' I.eo
Buscaglia
free.
NON-FICTION
This term, the project
involves grading Thomas
Lane Road in Hancock
County The road had
ol'i(01‘(
1.-ie 01' s..)uf 1' OVP
been abandoned for about
10 9ears.
"Public response has
been just great." said
Colbert. "They do a
fabulous job. I can't
believe that you can take
a bunch of kids and do
• •
P•N
this kind of quality
American and Internahonal Troveltime
work "
Other projects have included a new road at the

Best sellers listed -
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Hood's 33 slams slump, MU

•

SIAM. BANG BASKETBALL — Ricky Hood (54) scored a career-high 33
points, two coming on this behind-the-head alley-oop stuff, against visiting
Eastern Illinois Monday. The Racers followed Hood's higb-scoring example to
beat the Panthers, 9242. Taking the brunt of the flying,Hood is EIIJ's 6-11, 3013pound freshman Kevin Duckworth.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Murray indoor track teams
complete successful meets
Morro State's indoor
track teams set several
school records in
weekend meets in Indiana The Murray men
ompeted iigainst 24
teams in the liloomington
Indiana Relit)s and the
I tal Racers participated
in the Indiana State Invitato'nal in Terre Haute
Darren Pahl won the
pole vault for the Racers
with a 16-10.- effort
which qualified turn for
the Ni AA Indoor Championships arid set a new
school record
Ernie Patterson if IN('

mq a new re(ord and
qualified fur the NCAA by
placing second in the high
jump with a 7.214
clearance Gary Ribbons
was another second place
finisher for MSU with his
2-mile time of 6.48 9
James Yarborough
didn't place in the 60meter high hurdles, but
his time of 7.4 seconds set
a new school record The
men's next indoor meet On
at Middle Tennessee's Invitational on Saturday
The Lady Racers got
good performances from
their freshmen as Maxine

Best set a new school
record in the 300-meter
dash with a 36 27 clocking Chrut Hunt placed Sth
in the high jump for a new
school record at 5-614 and
the mile relay team also
rewrote the 114SU record
books within 3.58.94 run
Alainia Ervin placed
sixth in the long jump
with a 17-9 effort and Val
Lemoignan took 4th in the
60-yard hurdles and 6th in
the 880-run.
The Lady Racers have
a dual meet scheduled at
Southeast Missouri on
Friday

Hutson's AG Service, Inc.
r

1 : 11'1 •'

DAIRYMEN
The Checkerboards Are Beck Up At Sedalia, Kyl

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The 'pure crowd of
3,000 at Murray State's
Racer Arena witnessed
the birth of a Racer and
the return of another
Irvin the pits of a scoring
slump.
Monday the suspense
for junior college transfer
Craig Jones ended as he
saw Pus first action for
Ron Greene's squad,
home for a game with
Eastern Illinois Charleston. And he was
awarded a 92-82 victory
for his long wait
Also ending a time of
frustration and dimair
was senior Ricky Hood
who shattered Pus personal scoring slump with
a career-high 33 points
against the Panthers.
"I've been In a dry spell
for about three weeks.
After that Unlvertity of
Alabama-Birmingham
tournament December,
1982 my performance
started going down,"
Hood said. "I knew
tonight was my career
high. I never hit 33rPotnts
In an intramural game
before, much less out
here"
So with the new Racer,
Jones. and the born-again
Racer, Hood, Murray
State rebounded from
Saturday's loss at Akron
to improve its overall image to 17-3.
"The significant thing
about this game, and this
is what I told our players
afterwards, was we
scored 92 points against a
mighty good basketball
team," Greene pointed
out "And there was no
three-point goal or shot
clock and we played better without it. I think
we're more effective,
mere disciplined without
IL"
Without the long-range
bonus shot breathing
down the Racer defense's
neck. Murray was able to
concentrate on moving
the ball around and igniting the inside game
with Hood.
"Against Akron we
weren't working the ball
In and out. We kept trying
to perimeter it too much.
You can't win that way."
Hood explained. "Tonight
we really listened to
coach Greene when be explained our goals to us
before the game. We

knew it was kind of slipping away from us and we
just had to dig down deep
to stop it."
Murray had to dig deep
several times Monday as
the Panthers, now 6-14,
overcame a 10-point
disadvantage at halftime
to go ahead twice by a
single point. 36-64 and 5736. with less than 13
minutes to Play

With 44 seconds left a
Steve Hopkins 'ticktack
gave Murray only a 5point cushion. Ka, and
the Panthers were knockAnt
However, Brian
Stewart was fouled on a
layup and sank the extra
free throw plus he hit two
more from the line with
18 left to provide the winning margin. For the

game Stewart had 14
points, night steals and
three assists.
Hood's career-high 33
was also the game's best.
Ten of his points came on
five slam dunks and he
snatched 10 rebounds.
Teammate Glen Green
provided 20 points, four
Meals and five assists.
one being a setup for a
Hood dunk when he pur-

pose)
, laid the bell high
off the glass on an easy
breakaway layup and
Hood followed through
with a thunderous twohander bringing the
crowd to its feet.
The Panthers weren't
without their standouts,
though, as four players
scored in double-figures
led by Kevin Jones with
(Continued on Pg.11)

Juco Jones sees first action for MSU
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
He's been eligible since January 18 after transferring from Kankakee Junior College in Illinois, but
somehow Ron Greene just couldn't ftnd the right
time to insert forward Craig Jones into the Murray
State lineup.
Monday night the time was right.
The 6-4, 210-pounder made his RIC& debut in
front of an estimated 3,000 at Racer Arena with 8:30
remaining in the first half against Eastern IllinoisCharleston. He played 3-seconds shy r of four
minutes before being removed to have a cut above
his eye closed with three stitches.
During his first four minutes he had one shot
blocked and missed three other field gall attempts
and grabbed one rebound.
After halftime he returned to the Racer lineup
vrith 16:16 to play and in six minutes be scored six
points, two field goals and two free throws, and
matched another rebound.
'How did Greene 'Valuate Jones' 10-minute performance?
"Very adequate. He made a couple things happen
out there. He had a tap-in — when was the last time
you saw us get one of those? — and he drove in and
drew a foul.
"I've wanted to play Craig and he has wanted to
play and it's something we've thought about long
and herd. We needed more help at, the power forward position and we felt if he could help us reach
our goals this season then we'd use him." Greene
said.
By playing Jones Monday, he automatieally
forfeits half a year's eligibility. ff he had sat out the
rest of this season after reporting to the Racers in
January, he would have beim eligs terawe fall
_seasons beginning with 198344.
At Youngstown Greene kept Jones by his side and
almost inserted him on several occassions.
Monday when he did get in Jones appeared tentative at first, but warmed up in the second half.
The crowd's acceptance of Jones was immediate as
the Racer supporters cheered when he was inserted
Into the lineup and his first basket, a foul-line
Jumper, brought additional accolades from the audience.
On his tap-In, Jones was mistaken for highleaping teammate Picky Hood by the announcer
and the crowd was very vocal in trying to correct
the mistake.
Greene said Jones should add strength to the
Racers' board game which has been the team's
weakness all season. Murray ranks near the bottom

Cable 13
The Murray Ledger
& Times
Cable News 13 will rerun
The Murray High vs
Mayfield High
Basketball game
On Thursday, Feb. 10
At6 p.m.

of the Ohio, Valley Conference in rebound margin
and has rarely out-rebounded any of their opponents although their record. 17-3, indicates a successful season so far.
Jones was a junior college All American at
Kankakee and is expected to help fill the void left by
Vada Martin when the sophomore starter was dropped from the roster after failing to make the
necessary grades during the first semester. -

TAP-IN — Junior Craig Jones made his debut
with the Murray State Racers Monday getting six
points, including this tap-in, in the 92-82 home victory over Eastern Illhx4s.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

NBA honors Malone
NEW YORK t AP) Moses Malone of the
Philadelphia 76ers, who
averaged more than 27
points and nearly 20 rebounds per game last
week, was named the National Basketball

Association's Player of
the Week.
Malone led the Thera to
three victories in four
games, all on the road.
His highs were 30 points
and 24 rebounds in a 133124 victory over Denver.

Pt will be sponsored by...

lint Wheeler, MGR

Jim Wheeler, manager Hutson's AG Service, Inc., At
Sedalia, Ky., Is Pleased To Announce He'll Be Offering The
Lineup On New Milk Generator Milking Rations From Purina.
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Tigers, Lady Lakers earn middle school wins
Host Murray Middle
School's Tigers and the
noting Calloway Middle
Lady Lakers were the
victors Monday night
when the crosstown
rivals met at MMS
Murray's Tigers relied
on a sticky man-to-man
defense to thrietie the
visiting Laken, 31-25,
and the Lady Lakets
completed their season
undefeated with a 35-18
win over the MMS girls.

think that plus our whole
team's man-to-man
coverage made the difference in the game,"
said MMS coach Rick
Fisher.
Hendon lunged Benke
to only five points. last
time the two teams met
he had IS, and the Murray
defender picked up six
points of his own

Mark West led MMS
with 15 and Rodney Skinner had eight. Chad Stub"Ed Hendon played a blefield came off the
heckuva ballgame cover- bench to lead the CCMS
ing i Tony 'Benke and I scoring with eight while

have to give them a lot of the other three teams
credit for a 100 percent continue regular season
play this week. Thursday
improvement."
both MMS teams travel to
Christi Darnell led the South
Marshall and
victors with 12 points. Saturday
the Lakers' 7th
Melinda Butterworth ad- and
8th grade teams play
reseven
ded
nine
points,
The Lady Lakers kept
in the Lyon County Tourthe night from being a bounds, and Christi nament.
eight
Anderson
had
Murray sweep by claimMonday the MMS
ing their eighth victory points, eight rebounds.
learns begin the district
without a loss. The last
Kelly Ridley paced the playoffs against Mayfield
tune the two _teams met. MMS girls with II points Middle School CCMS
CCMS blasted Murray, after being held to only hosts the tournament and
42-6
two points in the first both the Lakers and lady
"Murray was an un- meeting of the two !Akers received a firstround bye and will play
proved ballclub Monday schools
The CCMS girls ended the winners of Monday's
night," CCMS coach Pete
O'Rourke noted •• ou their season Monday, but game on Thursday.

Ask me about State Farm's
brand new IRA

Craig Futrell had five
Murray. whose record
stands at 8-2, notched a'
12-7:' advantage at
halftime and forced 15
turnovers for the game

'emit' netieltbur
Stair Farm is there.
• •

•

•

•••
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Too much pressure causes Lady Tiger collapse

•

tit

Top Twenty

'

IVO Tema s..w•
Torn rioarr 13411 Stes

Full court pressure by
the Symsonia girls caused Murray High's Lady
Tigers to falter, losing at
home 62-39 Monday.
'That was the best
man-to-man defense by a

girls team I've seen all
year," said MHS coach
Jim Harrell. "They
pressed us from the first
second to the last."
The constant bother by
the Symsonians sue-

Murray gym coach
directs state meet

cessfully shut down Murray's high-scoring duo of
Monica Greene and Donna Rousse who combined
for only 15 points. Diana
Ridley picked up the topscoring honors for .the
Lady Tigers with 13, but
it wasn't enough to repell
the Symsonla attackers.
Becky Rhue paced the

The loss was Murray's
third straight and dropped the season's tally to
10-8

visitors with 24 potrits
"We're playing the top
four teams in the region
all in a row and it's hard
to get up for each one
night after night. Thursday we go to Marshall
County and maybe since
that one's a district game
we'll be more fired up for
it," Harrell said
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Pat Hopkins, coach of
the Murray-Mayfield
gyrrmastin team, will be
the director of the state
Class III and IV gymnastics meet Feb. 19-20 at
Mayfield High School.
According to Hopkins,
175 girls representing 23
teams statewide will
compete in the /meet on
one of two skill levels. It
will be the first time the
state meet has been held
at a site in west Kentucky.
Although none of the
Murray gymnasts
qualified for the state
meet, six members from
the Mayfield contingent
qualified in a recent meet
in Louisville where 315

girls competed.
The competition in
Mayfield will be open -to
the public and will
feature three sessions.
RICHMOND, Va. 1AP
Two Class IV sessions - Mike Bauer upset
will be conducted on third-seeded Wojtek
Saturday, the first being Fibak of Poland, 7-5, 6-4
from 1-4:30 p.m. and the to highlight first-round
second from 6-9 p.m. action in the $300,000
Awards will be presented United Virginia Bank
after the second Saturday Classic.
Session.
In other matches,
Sunday's competition.seventh-seeded Paul
will run from 1030 a.m. McNemee of Australia,
until 1:30 p.m. with Class breezed past Drew Gitlin
III awards presented 6-3, 6-4; Jimmy Arias
afterwards,
rallied for a 1-6, 6-4, 7-6 17-

barn

Bauer scores first-round upset

/1.
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Si trtuniph over John
'Sadri; Jeff Borowiak
defeated Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia, 74, 6-0;
'Dominique Bedel of
France. eliminated

Shlonio Glickstein of
Israel, 6-3, 7-6, Henri
Leconte Of France. beat
Brazil's Marcos Hocevar
6-4.6-2. and Lloyd Bourne
ousted Tom ('am n:
6 2, 6-2
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MONEY
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DENNISON HUNT'S

Warm-Up
Sale

8

.845% Thru Feb. 14, 1983

' 1. Earn High Money Market Rates.
2. Low $2,500 Minimum Balance.49
3. Federally Insured Deposit Up To $100,000.
4. Convenient Check Writing Feature.

MEN'S,WOMEN'S Et CHILDREN'S-4
Largest selection in this area.
Choose from Brand names such as...

N the balance falls below minimum, the rate decreases
to the regular NOW Account rate of 5.25%.
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Hood's 33...
lesaboaed from Pg.10)
19 and Dirk Androff with
15.
Turnovers told much of
the game's outcome as
Eastern committed 30 to
only 17 by the Racers.
EIU out-rebounded Murray, 40-33, and shot better
from the field, 54.7 percent to 46.6.
Eastern was the first of
three home games for
Murray this week. Friday
the Racers host conference foe Tennessee
Tech and Saturday Central State Ohio)comes to
town. Both games tipoff
at 7:30 p.m.
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Millions of taxpayers eligible for new form
emergency
issues
reconnection
Brown
FRANKFORT, Ky.
1APi - Gov. John Y
&own Jr. has Named an
emergency regulation
which allows gas or electricity to be reconnected
to many homes which
have been without such
utility service in the 15
months before last
November.
How many homes
might be affected could
not be estimated
The Public Service
Comnussion said many
customers had their service disconnected for only a few days before
reconnection and the
state has kept no updated
tally
Under the regulation
which went into effect

Monday, the delinquent
customer will have to
take some steps to fpt
service resumed.
The action stems from
a recent PSC hearing on
gas and electricity
cutoffs. The PSC asked
for the regulation.
To be reconnected, a
customer must show a
certificate of need frorn
the state Department for
Social Insurance, including certification that
weathenzation of the
home is planned.
The customer also
must pay one-third of the
outstanding bill or MO,
whichever is less.
And the customer must
agree to a repayment
schedule that will permit

catching up with arrears
no later than Oct. 15.
In a statement, the
governor said:
"This emergency
regulation ( which took effect Monday) will insure
that needy Kentuckians
will have heat without
placing a tremendous
burden on the utilities or
their customers.
"The recent death of a
Louisville woman, while
not caused by a lack of
heat, has nevertheless
shown that something
must be done to prevent a
tragedy "
Brown was referring to
the death Feb. 1 of an 06year-old woman.
Dr George Nichols, the
state medical examiner,
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attributed the death to
several diseases. The
heat had been cut off an
her apartment(or about a
week for non-payment of
a back bill of about 81.700,
the governor's office
said.
Brown said that while
the new regulation "will
help a great deal," all
utilities should established programs in which
customers with adequate
incomes can help pay for
plans to help the less fortunate
The governor said
there have 1)een proposals for a total ban of
utility cutoffs during the
winter months
The PSC after a hearing last month determined the current regulation
is adequate, However, it
called for some action on
reconnections
The current regulation
'requires utilities under
PSC Jurisdiction to give a
10-day notice before
disconnecting service.
That Is supposed to give
the customer time to seek
the social insurance
agency's certificate
allowing an esxtra 30
days before cutoff:Then the 30-day period
can be used to -negotiate a
partial payment plan
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Rep. Bumette
announces
candidacy
HOPKINSV1111:,, Ky.
AP) - Rep. Ward
•'Butch" Burnette of
Fulton County has announced that he is a candidate for state Commissioner of Agnculture
' As a full-time farmer
and a four -time
legislator, I'm very much.
concerned for the farm
economy," Ward said.
"We need farm oriented people in the
Department of
Agriculture It has people
from so many different
departments working in
it who are not trained in
agriculture," he said at a
campaign stop in
Hopkinsville late list
week

WASHINGTON(AP)—
Millions of taxpayers are
about to get acquainted
with a new federal tax
form. It's called a W4
and if you're eligible, it
will prevail Withholding
of tales from your savings account.
The Internal Revenue
Service 'has begun
distributing the forms,
well in advance of July 1,
when banks, credit
unions and other financial institutions are due to
begin withholding for the
government 10 percent of
most interest and dividend psyments. The institutions are supposed to
begin accepting and processing the withholding
certificates now to avoid
a crush Later this year.

The savings indamtry is
eg a hill-scale camkw Congress to
repeal withholding before
it starts. There is strong
support in Congress for
repeal, but House
Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill. asked Monday
what chance of success
repeal advocates have,
replied. "They have

Z

The new W4 forth is
similar to the W-2, on
which workers claim
allowances that prevents
withholding from a porlion of their wages. But
unlike withholding on
wages, there's no
automatic allowance to
exempt a share of interest and dividends,
However:

—If your toga fedend
income tax liability in
1912(the returns that are
being filed about now)
was less than len or leas
than WM* for a couple
filing a joint return, you
are eligible for an exemption from withholding on
your savings.
This could exempt
millions of accounts set
up for minors.
—II you ale 65 or older,
or if your spouse is 65 or
more and you file a joint
return, you may claim an
exemption if your 19113 income tax is. leas than
111.500, or less than $2,500
for a couple. On the
average, a person 65 or
older could be exempt
from withholding if total

Newsweek celebrates anniversary
NEW YORK AP) —
Newsweek magazine
celebrated its 50th anruversary with a gala
bash at Lincoln Center
that attracted
"newsmakers" ranging
from first lady Nancy
Reagan and former
President Carter to actress Mary Tyler Moore.
An estimated 1,600
celebrities shared conversation over cocktails
at Monday night's gala.
They Included feminist
Betty Friedan, the Rev.
Jerry Falwell, artist Andy Warhol and former
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger.

The guests dined at
Avery Fisher Hall and
the New York State
Theater across the
center's plaza. They watshow
50
depicting
ched a

present on which Mrs.
Reagan, Kissinger,
Carter and many others
in the audience appeared.
A stage setting dew_
ting an oldtime magazine

•
a
•

ed a dance.

Cronyn, Lauren Bacall
Carter joined Mrs.'and James Earl Jones
Reagan and Katherine playing the roles of.jourGraham, chairman of the nalists.
board of the Washington
former
Post Co., which owns Kissinger and director
Frames Drake
Newsweek, at the State Urban League
spoke,
FOR WEDNESDAY,
Jordan
Vernon
Theater-reception.
with Jordan praising
FEBRUARY 9, 1913
Opening the anniver- Newsweek for "reaching Whet kind si day will tamersary show was a slide Its SOO berthdaY without row be? To find out what the
series of Newsweek showing any middle-aged stars say, read the forecast
covers from 1933 to.the flab."
gives for your birth sign.

Agency committed to retain workers
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — If openings occur
in other divisions of the'
agency, workers who are
losing their claimsprocessing jobs in the
medical assistance unit
of the state Department
for Social Insurance will
have first shot at them, a
spokesman said.
"I am committed to the
idea that nobody is going

to lase their employment," said James B.
Gooding, director of the
medical assistance division.
The state announced
last month that 140
claims-processing job*
would be eliminated by
Oct. 1. The work will be
bid out to private companies in a move that will
save the state $31 million

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 lir44
You'll receive behind-theover the next five Years, scenes assistance regarding a
officials said.
career concern. Get in touch
Gooding said there with wow who canhelp you.
should be enough open- TAURUS
ings in the department to ( Apr. 20 to May 20
handle employees in. the Make plans to visit friends
medical assistance • divi- afar. You'll certainly be
sion. About 100 of the welcome. If you socialize toemployees were given day, you'll meet with romannew assignments last Fri- tic introductions.
daY, and lists of new GEMINI
openings will be updated (May 21 t,o June 2))
Charm and charisma bring
every two weeks.
you career allies. You'll
receive a raise or bonus. Consult with close ties about in-

Armco company may close Ashland plant
ASHLAND, Ky. iAP)
A- recent company
report says Armco Inc.
will close its Ashland
works if the facility continues to lose money.
The report, in a CUM-

pany newsletter, said ing business." Plant,,,,
vestmeiLts.
losses "continue to go up Manager Dan Osterman r''‘',741`,
10 July 2 - 4100
added that "the cost'
for
une
Partners have fun ideas. Be
(despite) everything we
to go
are doing to iffiprove our making tend steel was
albem:fef7ciiathithejilfeosr.
V higher in January 1963 smwt;et
quality, yield,-productivi- than it was in JanuaryJtornance
ua is definitely on your
ty and other costs of do- 1982."
agenda
LEO
July 23to Aug. 72) 42tg
Initiative couples with
time,
charm to make you
unbeatable. You'll make imbut
portant work progress and
will pave the way for financial
gains.
VIRGO
Aug.Zi to Sept. 22 IP11
It's time to do something
special with a loved one.
Abigail Van Buren
Romance is exciting_ and
.11111111
4
recre.a.tional pursuits bring enjoyment.
DADDY-LONGLEGS
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 41141
Make needed repairs
DEAR ABBY "Disgusted With Egomaniacs" wrote to
the house. You'll
around
say that she always gave • phony name or telephone
decide to work overtime on a
number to strange men who came on too strong.
Thanks, Abby. for saying, "What's wrong with looking project. Get to know a co
them straight in the eye and saying, 'No, you may not worker better.
have my name or phone number because I really don't SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) MAP
care to see you again'?"
You're enthusiastic and
I wonder if it ever occurs to the person who gives •
phony number that the "phony" number may actually be should let your ideas be known
someone's real number?
to others. Make important
I have had to change my phone number because phone calls and visits.
apparently some woman had given it out as her own For Creativity soars.
YOU SA IP
weeks I was pestered by the same man at all hours of the SAGTITARIUS
aftieSt
day and night. He even called me from another state — (Nov. 22to Dec.21)
YOU LIKEP
collect! I refused the call while he kept trying to convince
Sliop with an eye for beauty.
CHUNKY
the operator that I was the party he wanted (This was at Home entertainments are
60UP
6 win. on a Sunday morning!)
favored this evening. Buy a
-Changing numbers is an expensive procedure It's also !resent for a loved one and
time-consuming and a nuisance. So, Miss Van Buren, makesomeone happy!
please inform people who make up phony numbers that
they may be giving someone the right to harass an inno- (Dec.23toJan. 19)'
Via
cent party
You'll act with corwiction toPESTERED IN LA day, but throw in a little
charm and you'll isnpress
DEAR PESTERED: Read on for another wi.w:
others favorably. Happy news
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to "Disgusted With Ego- COMM now.
maniacs" was *totally wrong When • man is told that he SQUAB=
Whafrada 104
may
not have a womah's phone number because she
NO MATTECt WHAT I
THAT'S NOT
money-making plan
A
new
doesn't
care
to
see
him
again,
it only adds to the chal5AV 00PaYOU
TO COMPLAIN lenge and heightens
merit,
but the Ism said
ass
his
interest.
And
since
most
of
these
ALVVAVS THINK
Ae•OUTa, contests take place in •drinking atmosphere, the scene can about it to others the better.
1r5 1NADEQuATE
Save time for private
get ugly
Before I grew up, in my tomcatting days, after one each mammas with a loved one.
*•
iciest with • woman. I finally talked her into giving me PECOS
.'
47
(Feb.III to Mar.Ili X
her number and felt that I had scored • victory.
When I tried to call her the next day. I got a recorded
Woe pions for a Madison
message informing me of the weekly bus schedule!
date with a romantic interest
Do you think she was trying to tell me something?
and jolt triads %tor for gala
BENCHED IN FLAGSTAFF timm./loci& lite plebe up.
YOU BORN TODAY are
DEAR BINCHEID: Yes."Hit dial:mid. wises guy!"
motivated by a genuine dein
for public service.
•••
government and
DEAR ABBY: Every your at Christmas. my in-laws give are some of the fieit=
ia
my husband and me separate gifts of money.
you'll find happiness'. You're
My Misbelief mits11180 and I get $M. Daring the holt
but at times you
days I try to forget about it, but after the celebrating is an Uniovator,
temperamental.
Fincan
be
over, I feel very hart and busked.
I'm on very good terms with my ia-laws, and they know ding a came you believe in
that I manage niaatry well, so I jdon't know why they do will offset a tendency to
Though
loneliness
this.
I feel like telling them how meek it upsets me.aims the chsriernstac, you need to
cultivate tact and dipiornacy
same feelings linger evsey yea*. What do yogi aikegast?
te
HURT You're imaginstive and
often are drawn to an artistic
DEAR HURT: Your husband should suggest that career. Birthdate of: Carole
his parents lump toga/Dior their cash Christmas. gift. King.singer; Ml. Farrow,acand address a stasis gift to both of you. That should tress; and Dean Rusk,former
avoid the "hart" without mootioniag IL
govt official.

by
Fake Phone Number
Causes Real Trouble

S.
•
•
•
•

•
•
*4

ii
YOU'RE NOT
COMPLAINING
A&AIN, ARE
YOUI

•
•

•

•

ir,
WHAT
SUM9TEAD

•

Your Individual
Horoscope

:
2 .“...
P°1141
wg
ij
- office was rolled out with
Nowsw
elhigterY
•Ar
Leari
Jessica Tandy, Hume

Not all the
often.

•
•

Meant from sUreeeves
In 1962 was under $14.450,
or under about DUN for
a couple.
—Banks and other
;mayors may elect not to
withhold tales from accounts that would earn
less than OM on an annual basis. IRS offers this
example:"U a hank pays
interest on savings account at the end of each
calendar quarter, the
bank could elect for those
accounts to withhold only
on payments of interest
that exceed $37.50."
So what's to prevent a
person from splitting his
$20,000 savings among a
doses separate accounts
to avoid withholding/
Nothing at the moment.
But the IRS has cautionad
that if such practices
become widespread, it
may change the rules.

MA 1.314-1.F.DGLail TIML/ancedes.ishanners-S.1111- 2
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2. Notice

I. Help Wanted

2. Notice
vow

Inv FRAMCI IS in
WV s IIMIAY as owl
%IND

=PIM

onstmono-oo

lin

COMING
SOON
VERNON'S
ULTIMATE
WESTERN
WORD

dui lart illicss
rm al saw swimming
abss Is hew Me I
Isms is %stars Iselicky Iv 31 Ism
kiss
piss le time sar Mrs
,assalut it a ailUs annuli
plum sire all tsar
Naval seeds We
IPICIaliza
1s1 al 21
sattpp rsai est* Isms
Plow pH es Islay sad I
*A lair cart al sH tur
time' ask fa vast Is
aps1
pos is le
opporIorly
W'ff VW

09.90Q000004Q
Watdi fee

greed

speedos.

ClifloPic Plus
lawny, Ry.

111111CMisis

COIMNG SOON
GOLO
The Murray
Lock Shop

SILVIA
CUSTOM
JEWELERS
Greed

for

Watch

be movie! to 104
N. tth Street. New
mher ant
phone
published I. this
yeer's directory will
be 753-1377. If no
answer 759-1630.

Ohio* Man
fervor Red* Lee's

whine.

3. Card of Thanks
CAM OF TIMMS

.
01
W
Order your burst of
love

p

balloon
for

ipets

favorite
•
F•b .

bouyour

Velentine
7 - 1 1.

Delivmd on Yaks?tine's

day.

753-

AM to 2

6622.

PM. Sponsored

Masks to the pmof the Merrey
Calloway Cseety.
Respite' especially Dr.
Miler end Dr. Ridley
mill else for the lovely
cards end visits.
let above illor
year prayers.
moms *pi,

Saul

Ilasey Ind
Grady Wanes.

by

•Adult M H Center.
"Ilatiosel Life sod Acchinsit's IRA cos
parsetee yes end
veer spies. S retiremew Imam you cowl
eirMvel"

•01 %II .orngus•

Winnings
les 64
!
taurr"`

42011

WES TAX

stria

412-11441 After 5 Pit
fir appelessest
-4

Neve 5 sissy's'? CA
711-4444 for an
*reload message te
brighten year day.
Chldree's tope 7594445.

CARDN
TUNAS
The family of
Mend* R. Terser
swishes to express
their slaws thanks
and appreciethe for
the beadlel flowers,
ell the good feed,
hiseirtifel cords and
words of comfort
received smog the
death of ear loved
eel.
Special thanks te
the long term Care
Staff of the Murray
Calloway Ceenty
Respite' and their escoke, care, Dr. Ivrea White, Rev. law
Mph Aloe fee their
coeseletles, Mrs. Otte kerb's beeniffel
meek mid the Dialed
Colonise hairs'
Nese.
May God Mess each of
yes.
The fen* of
Mamie R. Terser.

It Miscellaneous

S250 Weekly paychecks Firewood. 572 SO rick
ifully guaranteed) 71)3 37111 after So m
working part or Nit
Heat bulbs 250 watts
time at home Weekly Intl* red St 59 each
Paychecks mailed Wallin Hardware
directly to YOur from Paris
Home Office every
start an %Oregon chain saws
Wednesday
chains. 31S inch pitch
mediately
No Cl
F or 16 inch bar, 799 20
oerience necessary
Wallin
National company
Do irscn bar 11 99
yOur vrOrk right in the Hardware Paris
comfort and security of SEASONED
ionn -WOOD
!Our Owls hOme Details Filet
Boyer 753 03311
and application mailed
Send your name and Seasoned oak and
American tisckory 16 20 inch $se a
address to
Fidelity Company, Hir
rick Green $25 a rick
ing Dept 77. t010 Lone Delivered and stacked
Star Dr . New Braun
2S3 94100
feit TAsist$130
GOVERNMENT JOBS 25. Business Services
-Various positions
available through local
HODGES TAX SERVICE
government agenc'es
170 000 to SSO 000 poten
feew groper* isCall (refundable
divides', business,
I .619 • 569 5304. dept
▪ Y 114 for your 1913 fors sod ether
directory 24 hrt,
rotors,. 1104 Pogo',
H EAT AND AIR
'Annie,. 759.1423
TECHICIAN
No ex
per ience necessary For
information call 919 777 V.Mobile Home Sales
0265 or 919 227 0379
12470 3 bedroom 1'
9a m 9p_m__ Mon Fri
Adams Enterprise bath SS 000 Call 492
6172
•
Corp.
1'
New Openings for 1976. 3 bedroom
nationWLdo_ indult/ries. bath. furnished Must
no sales. will train. Seii 56 SOO int lu-des
115 000 plus, a year For moving and se, up See
info call 1 312 931 7051, anytime 759 1731
ell 1774A'
21. Mobile Home Rentals
0- IL COMPANY
Off shore A 1 2 or 3 BR. newly
OPENING
rigs. no experience furnished, natural gas
or electric heat Shady
necessary start im
mediately. 35 000 plus Oaks 753 5209
per year For informa
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
tion call 1 312 920 9364, near Murray No pets
Ext 1774B
4119_241L_
Pepsi Cola has opening Three bedroom
I .
for an aogresive sales bath central pas neat
Person
Requirements Appliances water fur
are good Physical fit
noshed Coleman Real
nets, good driving .re- Estate 751 MS
cord math ability and
Two bedroom mobile
a stable work history
home 1'1 miles south of
This is a challenging
town $175 Call 733 0692
position that pays ac
atter 5._00_
torch-Mg- ttr pertonat
effort. We offer ear
29. Heating-Cooling
flings in excess of
Kerosene heaters
515,000 per year Corn
plete training program, have ceramic sy,
company paid vacation automatic tip over
Off switch ' battery
and other fringe ben
cults Apply in person at ignation IA_ approved
Paris
Pepsi at Hwy MO BTU. 9999 9)00
S6W-, Paris Tennessee. BTU. 1)999 and vP
12000 BTU. 139 99 20000
Feb 10th and 11th, from
Waiiin
179 99
BTU
SAM to PM
x•
Hardware Paris
Sunbeam 15.000 BTU
9. Situation Wanted
kerosene -heater like
Need someone to car
new, retails for 5160
pool with 2 or 3 days a sell for. SIN Call 733
week from Murray to 3711
Fulton 753 3568 after
6p.m
30. Business Rentals
Professional yard care
Yards Mowed. hedges
tr i mmed or trees
Mini
pruned Call 753 9203
Worsham
Storage Spice
10. Business Opportunity
For Rom
Follow Thru Deli and or
Building for sale Call
7534750
753 0373.

For rent office space in
Southside Shopping
reasonable
Cambridge crystal, Center
Chantilly pattern Call rent utoities furnished
Call 733 602 or 7534319
after 12p m 753 1569
Raw furs, raccoon, red after Sp m
fox, gray fox, muskrat, Responsible party want
mink, coyote, opossum. to rent • '3 bedroom
houSe in Murray Call
beaver
Owen Mc
P 0 Box 63 759 9515
Pulaski, Ill 62976,
32. Apts. For Rent
Phone 611 3424316
Trailer axles and tires Four room furnished
73,3 7975
Call
apartment
Would like to lease dark 71)3 6176
fired tobacco $15 00 a Furnished or un
10th Call 409 2152
furnished apts 1 or 2
bedroom. Zimmerman
li Ankles tor Sale
Apt S 16th. 153 6609
Kirby Vacumn cleaner, Nice 2 bedroom. fur
deposit re
all extras, excellent fleshed
No pets
cOndltiOn. Call 436 2219 QUired
713 1731
after 5 PM
Prom Dress, mint green One bedroom Call 753
in cOlOr, Slie I. 160 Call me or 759 4756 after
after 5.0.m 733 2795, 4p m
ask for Donna.
One or two bedrooms
apts , near downtown
14. Home Furnishings
Murray 753 4109, 762
Antique Wash Basin 66500r 436 1544
with towel Dart and One bedroom furnished
S. Lost and Found
mirror, also Pitcher. apt. couples preferred
192 4662
Found gray kitten, long and bowl. SOO 753 9270hair, around Wells Ex
Black naughahyde One bedroom furnished
tended 753-2910.
chair, coffee table. 2 apt 121 North next to
end tables, Duncan the Fairgrounds No
0. Help Wanted
Phyff Dining Room Set
pets 753 3139
753 4501
One
bedr0Orn furnished.
Wanted mechanic, ex
utilities not 'Included
periencecl in front end For Sale. New cut
alignment essential and velvet matching couch Call 75,3 3530.
tune-up. brakes. Wad's. and chair, colors are. Two bedroom duplex on
Must have own tools off whit* background, private country road.
Salary plus commis gold, brown, blue and stutter furnished, de
lion. Apply to t O. Box celery green floral posit. Call 753 5145
print MO.436-S030.
1040F.
Tappan, self cleaning It Houses for Rent
range, annual condi
tion, 3 yr. old. Hof Point. .Spacious Country
11.000 OYU. Air Con Nome. 3 BR. 3 Bath,Den
with fireplace, living
ditioner, nearly new
Sears. SAO ITU, 110 room, dining room, RIK
room and Study, double
volt. Air Conditioner
per
Frigidaire, frost free Carport $330
Refrigerator. Whirlpool month 1533509
Three bedroom. 1 bans,
Weiner. Call 753-4277
located a miles out on 94
kW%Evalpoiont
West. Available im
medialefy. NO pots $225
32F, per month.
Drowsing T
$120 deposit
Uiin.ek3S. 733-0211
133 MOS before 6 00p m
435 4119 after 6 00 prn
Throe bedroom brick.
city. 3 bedroom fur
nional and unfurnished
in County Coleman
INlIstali 7539191
Top Quality 3 BR
House. mar by city
8C0001. Central hoe and
Lair. Ws MM. Geroge.
'
,
fenced in beck yard.
nici residential area
ati OW 4.30
c•ii
PM
Two bedroom at Alma
Ten
Height*. ski electric,
city wow. lawn mower
It Miscellaneous
hwnithed and wan.
197$ svestinsincium pelt $ilo a istimsh. Available
cart, excellent candi. now. Phone 713-5164
tion Call 733 0104
setrw COO si.tn.

It Want* Bu

WANTED!

Steadies timber, if you world be interested is silks logs be the Norm ores, coated:
T.R. Meadows
314424-3202.

ATAR Iqk CARTS

CON23CAE
200 CARTS
(t
"%sic
SwI ieear"
s

WOOS•TAPES•=Ito

edersSefing

3110

MRentlE 3IE"

31C...4ak

It Housestor
Furnishers one Oec roper,
near lake Pine Wulf
Shores 1173 month
Deposit 753 -65 1? or
70 1914 or 753261'.
Furnished house
•,
Lake deep water
super nice Coleman
Real Estate 733 veva

47 Motorcycles

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered.

53. Services Offered

1910 GS ISOG Suzuki
fully dressed with shaft
drive -Less than 10 000
th lei like rile After
s pop m 753 2700

FREE. ESTI/VA/Fs on
all ele,tric al piurribing
painting and well pump
needs L.teflsed Call
7S3 0092 or 753 903
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR IS years e.
perienk e Carpentry
concrete,. plumbing
roofing Sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates Days 753
6973 nights 474 2770
Is your impel di, 4w,
,our
t and gr./
a.pe t will . ,,use it
*Par
..C.Oner
HI'...
Ou
,arpet pro
leaneo and
ger tne grit out F•
Insured
per en el
Free
sr mates (ail
v is
r

Need

work On p00!
Topp.ng pr u n
,ng shaping -complete
removal arid more Ca"
DOVER S TRcE
SERVICE for Pro
fessiona' tree (are
73) 03311
,n1ng
P
Paperftling,ng. Inter,pr
Commer at
E ater,or
Residential 10 wears
es
reterentes
t•Iniates
Tren3
_
Farr s 759 1957
F -re Wood Tree trim
rnng and ,erno,,ny
hedges
an,' shrubs
Free
rr`
.1) S416
_
fee *ori rOpp,ny or
,:nrnt)1e,e
!1,1 11e A tree ano 1...
e%",
pr”.
-e is right 431/ 423)
6.1I 0.50+E MI NT
-"Ave wet basemen's
, wort,
ornv lett.
.i• n eed
.1H 0,
on
• e MO,u
or, Co "the :
4
PAdu
•
, all 1 447'
•.
A " .10 PtUrnblny
pent',
pa

Noel s Tat "Se'
▪ e Prices start a,
$7 SO tor short forms No
waiting
ropies made
on the spot and ready to
mail 49 7440
Need upholstery work
dent: Bill s Upholstery
* ii be happy to serve
you We co custom car
van and truck interiors
sunrooss van windows
• no and ,onvertible
top% Tractor seats an'.)
liirPes all sizes and
ipes Also furniture
.•-disrery
F fee es
' ate', SW by 104 S
st or „Id 753 (101S

19 Used Cars
1964
5250
0966

Fora
Alter

automatic
1p m
753

Malibu Zhevrolet
197)
nice condi
blue 1 dr
gears. Murlihysbo•o non and new pares sia
III
YOrksh
real, -,-volornai,. $600 Cali
ge 753 1410 after Sp m
for breed -fig
selection
Filmi e r 1976 Pontia, 4 dr
Jenkins. 614 614 4097
lean and good cruise
controi one owner
re
Quarter horse
7 ,ear dtj VISO Extra ,lean Ion
gisferied
ChewrOlet Pi,,kup good
Gelding Call 492 1122
ars ISO V S automatic
4)62127
I.Pets-Supplies
A-KC CO, leer tft.poin.e, 1975 Cutlass Supreme
silver blue treiceltent
puppies 753 3096
,ondi3.0n low mileage
AKC Reg ...ere
416 26117
Poodle pub:, e s
1975 CutlaSs '.upreme
4711050
753 6510
St 000 t rre,
AKC RegAteret1
after sp mn
Lab. ex stud Canad.an
t.r,tnada
2
1979
Ford
Champion '5i93&.
dr Coupe P s
AKC /rev s'ered 32 000 mae5 fedi,
DOlierMan
/53 1721
priced to sef' 5175
•
picking choi e 7sv ayes -49E- Chevrolet .rnpai.1
ylinnef
p
pt
or 733
_ 7617
automat, t,i1 *nee
Labrador Re!, e,ers cru,se controt ex,
(diens
ZiociC close out saie
tires 54 995 759 4551
otter
reasonable
*ill be
refused Ca,. 781 4145
50. Used Trucks

V.litrettock Supplies
NIMMIMMErk

43 Real Estate
Norden & Thomas
lesereace
Reel (state
Sastlisitle Court Se
Murray, hetet k y
753 4451

aammmiffigNIP
Shout
Realty
Office Coes, tie Cent
ereveirs hem I worywIr•••
telabi.Service Siete tete
Ill Ceithflo.. lied
Metre! iewhectst 47071
(3121 /S) 0116
Aspeewee
)01 t 1511441011
broker
Immosird L 6•01441

r p

5an.1

r ap
*001

',int!
,

-,••
,ts,

‘,1

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-4192
435-4348

1966 Ole*
11,14 up
treion- t-on-M 1#46
acing
t000er
"321
SI 695 Cali atter
pm 753 2701
742
1974 groni 0 1.1
Woodsmaster jog ,
Cali 415 112•4
1971 (nevro:et
4 uenr.e'
dr,ve airnoV new set 01
12 n un'd e-1
.e•
so-•
runs
goo.
S' '
-36)2 or MI5.'•
19/1 Dodge. 4.1 •11
Duly
%pee
'
mission Ill :
body totaled
753 tr064
••

ond,,,on
S ASO 753 7 3
Cm!" Pi, 6,1
44nt 2112

52. Boats-Motors
4105100 Wharer %A10
I'
tra- er
rson,
aenn -

radial

Imo Insirsra
StI Snam
Amu Wel

/SIM
753 511
IS)1477

,

3r.

on Valentine's Day
in this newspaper
T h in
'
'Ioppv win!. wecitil someone _w ilj_ _
be .04, %he (or he) feuds the.. personol.
olent
s Rly
rnessuye from

E,3uod_ U memos,
. isenpinve 5i iiitmMeS$4.11,1e
mull or phone it to the Classified A41'.P1
Deportment The
iv. tow

!Tor

TELEPHONE 753'
66'
Appointments node
for yewv convenience.
Full time solos
associates seeming
phones.
153.1119
Amos 1kCarty
'-'29
Theresa Isla
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M. Homes tar Sale
Approximately five
miles east -04 Murray on
Highway 7110 is the
location of this three
bedroom brick with
central electric (heat
pump) heat and air
Storm doors and win
do*s range refrioer
tor, dishwasher carpet
and lot 1)06350* Priced
to sell at SSO.000
Roberts Realty Co
753 1431
At last a home of your
Owe under $19900
Within walking distance
to downtbsyn, hospital
etc neat two bedroom
one bath home With
electric
heat
Large
upstairs Storage Itteenn
with outside entrance.
could be made into
efficsenc y apartment
Well landscaped lot
*nth Norco trees Owner
selling lor health re
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Excellent property for
newly weds Or retired 2
bedroom home on nice
guile residential street
Must see to appreciate
at this low Price
115.500 Call Spann
Realty Assoc 753 7724
More for your money in
this newly renovated 4
bedroom, 3 bath brick
veneer and frame
home Electric heat,
carpeted throughout.
Shady lot, near hospital.
shopping center. etc
Immediate possession
Seine owner financing
available to qualified
buyer
KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222 Re
$39,900
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Three bedroom.' b...
central twat. air COndi
tiOn. Utility, w d
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workshop. deep well, all
on I. ogres and on 94
East, S45,000 753 4091
very nice, 3 bedroom
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farm Illeoutiful
front and railed vrrclr
Central heel and air
Lots Of extras Maki an
effraintment to SOO It
today $13,500 Call
Spann Really Assoc
753 7731.
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HEALTH

OBITUARIES
Food for hypoglycemia
Mrs. Bertha Opal Hillard dies
Mrs. Hart, 52, Murrayan's
Mrs. Bertha Opal chill Funeral Home.
LeVer4194C41 E. Lamb.M.D.
dies;funeral mother dies
Hillard, IS, at. 6, died Burial will follow in the
DR
I.
L.AArtB
you know that I don't accept reboued low blood glucose will sot cause a rebound
Monday at 9:30 p.m. at Murray Memorial DEAR
Wednesday
have been &emulate as hav- a diagnosis of hypoglycemia levels that. can Decor in reaction Raw apples are
at her home Park
View Hospital, Gardens.
I'm

Mrs'Wanda Lynn Hart.' Mts: Carl H. Roos,
52, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville, mother of Dr. David Roos
died Monday at 7:30 p.m. of Murray, died Monday
at Lourdes Hospital. at her home in HunPaducah. Her death tington, Texas.
She was the former
followed an extended ilGrace Ryerson and was
lness.
The deceased was a 72 years of age.
Mrs. Roos is survived
teller for the Bank of
Marshall County. She by her husband, Carl H.
was a member of the Roos, Huntington, Texas;
Briensburg Church of four daughters; seven
sons including Dr. Roos
Christ.
Born April 9, 1930, in of Murray; 19 grandCalloway County, she children.
Graveside services will
was the daughter of the
late Pearson Dewey Lie Thursday at 3 p.m. at a
Lovett and Opal Darnell cemetery there
Memonal services will be
I aivett
Mrs. Hart is survived conducted Thursday
by her husband, Frank evening
In charge of arNix Hart, to whom she
was married on July 19, rangements is the
1952, two daughters, Mrs Oakley-Metcalfe Funeral
Janice Aarant, Rt. 6, Ben- Home, Lufkin, Texas.
The family requests
ton, and Miss Jill Renee
Hart. 10 1, Gilbertsville; that expressions of symone son. Mark Allen Hart, pathy be in the form of
contributions to the
Calvert City
ALso surviving are two Memorial Fund of the
sisters, Mrs Mary White, First Christian Church,
Hazel, and Mrs Patricia Murray
Miller. Dudley Drive,
Murray. three brothers,
Thomas Lovett and
Ralph D Lovett. Murray.
and Harry Lee Lovett,
Jacksunville, Fla
Final rites for/ Mrs
parents-in-law, Mr and I.ula Wilcox were today
Mrs Jini Hip, RI 8. at 11 a m. in the chapel of
Murray
Blalock -Coleman
The funeral will be 'Funeral Ilome. Keith
Wednesday At 11 a in in !Mon arid Dr Jerrell
the chapel of J H Chur- White /officiated. Mrs.
chill Funeral Home John Oneida White was
11,s,ver, Phil Seaton and organist and soloist
Daniel Harlan wilt ofPallbearers were Steve
-freoite-/ -70itipton, Meek- “tortpBurial will follow IV ton, Keith Curd, T G
Murray Me m r
Curd, .Jr , Walter Byars
(;a rdens
and Phillip Wilkins
Friends may calLh the Burial was in Murray Cifuneral home aft!;,t 6 p iii ty Ce:netery
h'night 4TUAdyi
Mrs Wilcox, 86, Hazel,
died Sunday at 9.45
in Lung Term 'Care Unit
of Murray -Calloway
County Hospital She is
y:0140A. Of James W
Wilcox
iseph N Garton, 73,
Survivors are three
riper music professor daughters, Mrs. John
//at Murray State Universi- Compton and Miss Bob/ ts, died Jan 22 at the bie Wilcox, Murray, and
Bloorraninon Hospital; Mrs Brenda /Ionian&
Ifloomington, Ind
Chicago. 111 ; one, sqn,
Memorial aer vices James Wilcox, Chicago„
were Jan -26 at the St three sisters, Mrs Carl
Marks United Methodist Williams, Murray, Mrs
h at Bloomington Novella Ickler, Mesa,
ith the Rev
Mac Ariz , and Mrs. Rubena
Hamon officiating.
Blow, St I.outs, Mo two
Survivors include his brothers, Fred and Kale
wife, Mrs Daisy Hinkle Hart, Hazel; nine grand(;arton, 2920E Tenth St.. children; 14 great Bloomington one sister, grandchildren, one
Mrs_ Hope Bracewell. great-great-grandchild
Corydon, Iowa; one
brother, Mailer Garton.
Suisun City, Calif.,
several nieces and
nephews
In' 1932 an alumni
scholarship, ''The Joseph
and Daisy Hinkle Garton
Scholarship," was
established at Murray
State University

Mrs. Wilcox's
rites today

Former music
professor dies the

ing ItypegirwMia
sup
Nashville,Tenn.
Friends may call from
high protein
The Calloway woman 9 a.m. al p.m. Wednes- posed to eat
snacks. like cheese. betweee
was a member of the day at the Middle Ten- meals Through your column
Russell's Chapel United nessee Funeral Home, I leaned that cheese. chocoMethodist Church.
late,. etc cause migraine
Waymtboro. Tenn.
Born Jan. 30. 1917, in
Vation will tie from 4 headaches in some people 1
Wayne County, Tenn., to 7 p.m. Thursday at the had been experiencing
she was the daughter of Max Churchill Funend migraine headaches and
thought they were part of
the late James A. Turn- Home. Murray.
my hypoglycemia I've
bow and Mollie Margaret
eating the things
Higgins Turnbow
you mentioned and the
Mrs. Hillard is survivmigraines stopped The
ed by her husband,
problem is. what do I eat for
Walter A. Hillard, Rt. 6;
the hypoglycemia' Any
suggestions would be appreone sister, Mrs. Hershel
H. Barber, Louisville,
ServiCes for Ilifek ciated
Ill.; two brothers, James Carter Lee Farmer were DEAR READER - If you
Floyd Turnbow, Grove today at II a.m. in the read my column regularly
Hill. Ala., and Berdie chapel of J.H. Churchill
Leslie Turnbow, Sullivan, /Funeral Home. Dr.
Ill
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
Also surviving aye officiated. Music was by
FRANKFORT, Ky.
several nieces ,and Gus Robertson, Jr., AP - State officials
nephews.
soloist, and Richard say groundwater testing
The funeral will‘e Fri- Jones,organist.
will begin later thid week
day at 1 p.m. In the
Pallbearers were at the Old Hardin County
chapel of the/Max Chur- Johnny Humphreys, Brickyard near
Chris Farmer, Buddy
Hewitt, Johnny Hewitt.
Earl Crump and Gerald
Tabers. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Farmer, 84, 1212
FRANKLIN, Ky. (API
Melrose, died Monday at - An industrial accident
The funeral for Mrs
Nellie McCallon is today, 3:10 a.m. at Westview at AMF Inc.'s Potter and
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Nursing Home. She was Brumfield plant here
Blalock -Coleman the widow of John resulted in the death of a
Funeral Home. The Rev. Farmer.
Simpson county man, a
Survivors include two company spokesman
Bob Dotson is officiating.
Music is by Gus Robert- daughters, Mrs. Sue said.
son. Jr., soloist, and Costello, Murray, and
Billy Ray Gregory, 30,
Mrs Jeanette Giles, of Franklin, died after
Richard Jones, organist.
Active pallbearers are Fulton; three sons, Bud- falling into or climbing
Iris Crawford, Joe dy, Bob and Mansfield Into a tank while trying to
Lawrence, Woodrow Farmer, Murray; nine retrieve equipment that
Norsworthy, Charles E. grandchildren; six great- had fallen from a conTucker, Rob McCallon grandchildren:
✓ eyor, company
and Rudy Lovett_
spokesman Swan Pollard
The Lowell Palmer
said.
Sunday School Class of
All machinery in the
Kirksey United Methodist
area was turned off, but a
ILIUM 111,F. It y
USDA
Church is an honorary
cleaning solution contain101.40144d receipts c010 sod 44441.
group.
MID
ipleighteir mews sod Wier.
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Mrs. Farmer's
services today

/

Elizabethtown.
The testing will include
drilling and sampling of
10 wells to collect information on groundwater quality.

Industrial accident
claims life of worker

Mrs. McCallon's
funeral today

Livestock
market

ing freon saturated
Gregory's clothing while
he was In the tank,
Pollard said.
Freon itself is nontoxic, Pollard said, but it
deletes oxygen from the
air, he Said.
Nine workers who tried
to administer first aid
came in contact with
Gregory's clothing, had
problems breathing and
were taken to FranklinSimpson Memorial
Hospital for treatment,
Pollard said. Most of
them were back on the
job later in the day.

KEA political action arm
schedules session Saturday
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the release said.
Delegates from local
PACs will be asked to
ratify the State KEPAC
Committee's tentative
endorsements of five candidates in the MAy 24
Democratic primary.
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good here
To give you a better
understanding of the problem I am sending you The
Health Letter 111-1, Hypoglycemia. The Low Blood Sugar
Rroblem Others can send 75
Cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for
it tome., in care of this newspaper. P Box 1551. Radio
City Station, New York. NY
10019
DEAR DR LAMB
Regarding circumcision.
even the smartest medic in
the world has no right to
speak with authority unless
be has had the experience I
have had
At age IT I was having my
first sexual experience with
a beautiful girl of about the
same age I was finding it
The state Natural rather painful and on immeResources and En- diate examination
found
vironmental Protection that the foreskin had been
Cabinet the testing will be split or torn
done by NUS Corp. of The next day I went to a
Tucker, Ga., under con- surgeon and had that surplus
tract with the U.S. En- skin removed and thereafter
vironmental Protection have been able to enjoy a
satisfactory sex life ExperiAllem'''. •
ence is far better than all
The work is expected to the rumors or guessing
take up to two weeks and regardless of what the subwill be analyzed-to deter- ject is
mine what further action -DEAR READER
You
may be needed at the site. probably tore the frenulum
The brickyard is one of of your foreskin This hapseven sites in Kentucky pens to both circumcised
listed by the EPA as eligi- and uncircumcised.rnales It
ble for "superfund" clean is the fold of tissue under the
glans (head, that limits the
up money.
retraction of the foreskin
Earlier work there was Ideally it should be snipped
funded by Congress in if it limits motion for the
1900 to help clean up toxic reason you experienced
waste dump sites. Even- 'Tearing it is not dangerous.
tually the Hardin site was just. unpleasant
cleared of drums, their
And while experience is
contents and all con- important, remember that
many - good heart doctors
taminated soil:
The Hardin site first treat heart attacks without
was reported to state and having one, others treat cancer patients without having
federal officials in 1977. It
had cancer and medical per'
was found to contain 2,100 sonnet help people who are
drums with various in- 'dying without having died
dustrial wastes, including first themselves Think
hazardoussubstances.
about it.

Groundwater testing planned
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without some solid evideeee those individuals
that It exists Many people Bet it doesarhave to be
who have anxiety teams came Processed cheese
states are diagnosed as hav- may be 70 or 00 wean fat
ing hypoglycemia even if in terms of calories and half
they don't You must have of the fat may be saturated
the characteristic symptoms fat It is also a relatively
at the time the low blood high cholesterol food
sugar level is demonstrated A good protein sneck is
to be sure that is the prob- baked breast of chicken.
lem
which is all protein If that
doesn't appeal to you. how
In any case. your (imams about some cold roast beef
about protein for a low blood that has been cooked to
sugar diet is a good one eliminate fat to control caloIndividuals who -do have ries'
reactive hypoglycemia are You don't have to avoid
better off avoiding concen- carbohydrates The bulky
trated sweets and starches raw fruit will not increase
Protein and fat avoid the the blood glucose level and
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